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AESTRACT 

Three pollen diagrams were prepared to study Late Holocene 

vegetation change in the Kaikol1ra area. 

The vegetation on the Kahutara Hills has passed through a 

succession of formations; Leptospermum scrubland, Podocarp-mixed 

hardwood forest, pteridium fernland, and European grassland, over 

an undated time period. However, the Nothofagus element at Lake 

Rotoiti has remained relatively static and thus could imply that 

the core post dates the southward I'fothofagus migration and spans 

about 6000 years. Fire throughout has been a constant feature of 

the environment, but correlates with the vegetation fonnations, 

suggesting that it may be responsible for the changes. The highest 

frequencies of fire correlate with the Pteridium fernland and IO"ilest 

frequencies with the. Pociocarp-:-mixed hardwood forest. Most of the 

fires were probably natural, however man has been at least partly 

responsible in the last 1000 years. 

The vegetation on the Kaikoura Peninsula, determined from 

dated pollen riiagrams from \'lairepo Lagoon and Mudstone Bay show 

that the vegetation has remained unaltered for 400 years. There 

is no record of the Podocarp-mixed hardwood forest recorded by Moar, 

(in Duckmanton, 1974), supposedly destroyed at about 300 years B.P. 

High charcoal frequencies, derived. from Polynesian fires, 

could explain the lack of vegetation change. The environmental 

change of barrier beach building recorded by Duckmanton (1974), can 
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be attributed to fire caused cliff instability and to Polynesian 

burning in the Kowhai and Hapuku Catchments. A coincidental 

tectonic uplift caused the barrier beaches to move and to 

enclose areas of shore platform behind which lagoons developed, 

slope deposits covering lagoonal peats (Duckmanton, 19(4) are 

considered to be due to Maori Pa bcilding. 

Sedimentation in European Times varied considerably. 

Silting at Lake Rotoiti, 4.5cms/10 years, was ver rapid. On 

the Peninsula the effect of the European varied, from no effect 

at V:o.irepo Lagoon to a marked increase at Mudstone Bay" The 

pollen analysis however records no significant effect of the 

European on vegetation structure other than the change to 

introduced grassland. 
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Figure 1; The Kaikoura area. 
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PIL".:FACZ 

The Kaikoura area is shown in Pigure 1. 

The Holocene is defined as the period since the Poulter 

retreat, about 14·,000 years B.P. There are at least three 

synon}'T:1s. - The Aranuian, the Post-glacial and the Recent. 

The Aranuian, was proposed by Suggate 1961 (in Maar, 1971) and 

is the New Zealand Geologic Stage name for the period. Suggate's 

name is noV[ favoured. The Holocene has been relegated to the 

more information group~ (Koar, 1971). 

According to Wellman (1962) the late Holocene is the last 

800 years. This definition is used here. 

The thesis is arranged as follows. The environmental 

background, geology-geomorphology, soils, hydrology, climate 

and revegetation are discussed in Chapter I. Special emphasis 

is placed on the vegetation. lUl account of the archaeology 

concludes the chapter. 

Chapter II presents an examination of the techniques and 

methods. 

Chapter III describes the results. These are interpreted 

in the conclusions Chapter IV. 

The metric system is used throughout. Cornman abbrevia-

? 
tions used include 1m' for metre, 'km l for kilometre ,'lan-'for 

-1 a 
kilometre squared, I km 'for 1L.'1i ts per kilometre, C for degrees 

Celcius, 'Cin' for centimetre, 'mm l for millimetres of rain, and 
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tk/hr' for kilometres per hour .. 

The abbreviation "years B. l! means It years before 1950 A. D. " 

ana is a useful arbitary aatum line" 

The shorthana asl means Ifuni ts above s 1. " 
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CHAPTER I 

TIm ENVIRom.rENTAL BACKGRO"GND 

1. THSSIS AIMS 

This thesis has three aims: 

(1) To look for evidence of late Holocene environmental 

instability in the Kaikoura area. This has been superficially 

dealt with by Duc]ar;anton (1974) 'Nho described three major 

period of instability. The first is wdated and was repre-

sented by the growth of barrier beaches along the oliffline. 

The second period, dated at 400 years B.P., is represented by 

the formation of coasta1 platform lagoons. The last period is 

represented by slope deposits covering the lagoonal peats. It 

is dated at 300 B.P. 

(2) To study vegetation changes during the same period 

by establishing local pollen profiles. 

(3) To study local changes in the swamps and their 

flora. 

2. GEOLOGY AND GSmWRPHOLOGY 

liThe area is a series of I!lountain ranges risinG like 

islands from a sea of Ion terraced undulating landl! (Buchanan, 

1869). The Geology and Geomorphology has been described by 

Haast (1861, 1870, 1879, in McKay, 1886), Buchanan (186G-7; in 
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McKay 1886), Buchanan (1669), Hector (1877), McKay (1877; 1886), 

Cockayne (1905), Jobberns (1928,1932), Cotton (1913, 1950)!i 

Gibbs and Beggs (1953), Gibbs et al. (194-5), Wellman (1956), 

lv;cLean (1967), Evans (1967), Beck (196B, Chandra (1968), 

Duckmanton (1974-), Brown and Taylor (1974-) and Lensen (1962). 

The four distinctive features of the geo-environment are the 

Seaward Kaikouras, the Kaikoura Plains, the low hills and the 

Kaikoura Peninsula. 

(1) The Seaward Kaikonra Mountains. (Figure 1) 

The Seawe.rd Kaikouras are COllIJosed of Jurassic to Lower 

cretaceous greywackes and argi11ites of the Torlesse Group. 

This rock type is interbedded, dark grey and well indurated 

Volcanic sills, floyrs and tuffaceous bands 

also occur (Beck, 1968). (Figure 2) 

Greywacke is a metamorphosed sandstone - a redeposited 

sediment - laid down in the New Zealand Geosyncline. 'l'he 

sediments are derived from an eroding landmass (;'!ellrnan, 1956), 

which was probably Australia. 

Uplift of the Seaviard Kaikouras occurred in the Kaikoura 

orogeny, during Plioceneto Early Pleistocene Times. (DuCkmanton, 

1974) • The Kaikoura Peninsula was also uplifted (Bro'lm and 

Taylor, 1974). The Kaikoura Orogeny was a period of folding 

overturning and faulting (Jobberns, 1932). Wellman (1956) 

attributed uplift to the formation of new geos}~clines to the 

east. 

The covering fossiliferous freshwater strata has been 

eroded, except for exposures in the Puhipuhi Valley (Jobberns, 
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1932), and at the Kincard Hills (Chandra, 1968). There is no 

evidence to suggest whether the Peninsula is such a remnant 

(Lensen, 1962). 

Structurally the Seaward Kaikouras are an anticline, 

and is part of a series of anticlines and synclines found in 

North-East Marlborough (Cotton, 1913). From this anticline 

erosion has carved the Seaward Kaikouras. The range is 

asymmetric, with a steeper side on the easterly face (Jobberns, 

1 932) • The mountain trends N .:2:. -So Yi. and is bounded by the 

Hope Fault (Kaikoura Fault) in the east and by the Clarence 

Fault in the West (Cotton, 1913; Jobberns,1932; Chandra, 

1968; Duckmanton, 1 974-). According to McKey (1886), Mount 

Fyffe is an over thrust. 

The Seaward Kaikouras dominate the area and run almost 

parallel to the coast (Cockayne, 1905; Beck, 1968). (:~'igures 

3 and 4-) Mt Fyffe ree-ches 1603m (DucJar.anton, 1974-), and Mot:llt 

Manakau 3200m (},lcKay, 1886). The mO\.l..'1tains gradually lessen 

in height to the North-~ast so North of the Clarence River, 

their average height is 1100-14-00ffi. The ranges are high with 

no deep saddles dividing the different peaks. The inland side 

rises straight from the Clarence Vall~y. 

flanked by Hills (McKay, 1886). 

The seaward side is 

At present there are no glacier fields or perpetual 

snows (Cocka:yne, 1905), but during the Pleistocene three small 

glaciers existed (New Zealand Geological Survey, 1973). The 

reason for the small amotmt of glaciation is not entirely 

clear as all other major South Island ranges carried large 
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glaciers. The current view is that the lack of large scale 

glaciation on the Seaward Kaikouras may be explained by a lack 

of precipitation rather than by higher temperatures. It 

follo~s that periglacial activity must have been severe in 

glacial periods. Stratigraphic sequences confirm this (Suggate, 

in Brown and Taylor 1974). 

Most slopes are covGred with screes. The mountains as a 

whole have a serious erosion problem, due to environmental 

factors like very steep slopes, a crumbly rock and harsh climatic 

conditions characterised by short high intensity rains. This is 

not helped by the early runholders' practice of burning the veg

etation cover (Chandra, 1968). 

(2) The Hill Syst~~ (Figure 1) 

Two small hill systems can be found at almost opposite 

ends of the Kaikoura Plains. 

The Kahutara Hills, of grej~acke origin, cover 26km
2 

to 

the south-West. The steep slopes are wefl vegetated and deep 

distinctive soils are found in river valleys (Chandra, 1968). 

(Figure 2), The Hills appear to have had a dynamic history. 

(i) The Kahutara River cuts into them through solid 

rock. Supe,rimposition here is indicative of tectonic uplift 

(Chandra, 1968). 

(ii) The KOYlhai River Fan and the Kahutara River, owing 

an aggradational phase, have damned the mouth of several small 

river valleys which lead off the hills, and formed Lakes Rotoiti 

and Rotorua. The Kahutara has since degraded its channel 

(Chandra, 1968), but "Jhat has happened since with the Kowhai Fan 
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is not kno\'m. The damming itself occurred in the Mid-late 

Holocene according to Brown and Taylor (1974). 

{iii) The Fossil coastal cliffs are believed to be due 

to the post-glacial high sealevel, and the prograded sequences 

to the subsequent sealevel fall (Chandra, 1968; Brown and 

Taylor, 1974). (Figure 3) 

The Kincard Hills arc found at the North East End of 

the Plain. They are composed of mata series calcareous 

sandstones and represent reIT~~ts, of the former Tertiary 

cover of the Seaward Kaikouras and Kaikourean foothills 

(C'handra, 1 968) • Cha.'1dra considers they developed at the 

same time as the Kaikouras' were folding. Otiran deposits 

have largely buried the remnants so the hills may extend under 

the plain (Chandra, 1968). (Figures 2 and 3) 

(3) The Kaikoura Plain (Figure 1) 

The Kaikoura Plain is a small coastal plain covering 

2 
about 150km. It rises steeply from the coast to the base of 

the mountains (Brown and Taylor, 1974; Duckmanton, 1974). 

The plain is largely composed of coalesced alluvial fans. 

These are formed by streams and rivers issueing from the South 

Eastern Slopes of the Seaward Kaikouras and from the Mt Fyffe 

Range. In doing so a former offshore island - now the Kaikoura 

Peninsula has been tied to the mainland (Chandra, 1968; Brown 

and Taylor, 1974; Duckmanton, 1974). (Figure 2) 

The main fans are the Kowhai Floodgate, Middle, Luke, 

Waimagarara and Hapuku fans. Corr.monly between the large fans 

are alluvial cones. These are products of streams of lower 
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Ficure 5: A section cut thrcl:ch ~-'-"o~rc:dc<l P.'_·3,.rine 

SE:ouer..c e s D.hout SO:]::i ;:.:. of the KO';:hai 

River mouth ~arch 1975. 



discharg e (Chandra, 1 968; Brown and Taylor, 1974). The slopes 

of the fan and interfans become difficult to distinguish below 

60 metres above sea level (Brown and Taylor, 1974). (Figure 3) 

Multiple fan surfaces can be distinguished in some CB.ses. 

On the Kowhai Fan, two surfaces exist - the major surface of the 

Peidmont alluvial fan, and a high fan surface remnant. The 

higher level fan has been weathered more than the lower fan 

(Chandra, 1968). 

All fans have steep longitudinal gradients especially in 

upper areas. These gradients are exceptionally steep. The 

-1 
Hapuku Fan has a gradient of 270m krn near the sea. 

-1 
The Kowhai fan has an average gradient of 18.75m km at 

its gorge mouth (Beck, 1968; Chandra, 1968). 

The plain as a whole shows a distinct change in gradient 

at the 50m a81 mark. Above that the average gradient is 45m 

-1 -1 
kIn and he low 14m kID • The change marks a change in average 

composition. The upper surfaces are comP9sed of coarse gravels 

originating from Mt Fyi'fe. Below, the gentler slopes, are 

composed of finer alluvial material from the Kowhai River (Brovm 

and Taylor, 1974). 

Prograded marine sequences - beach ridges are found on 

the South-West side of the Plain, but are absent at the mouth 

of the Ewelme Stream and Kowhai River (Chandra, 19G8; Duclananton, 

1974) • The switch in the Kowhai River course is considered the 

reason for the prograded sequences (Brown and Taylor, 1974). 

(Figure 5) 

The North-East side has been altered by the cliffing of 

the Otiran Hapuku Fan and the associated longshore drift south. 
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Chandra (1968), estimated the cliffing at 5000 B.P. during the 

Postglacial sealevel high. Longshore drift of material 

produced a shingle spit which enclosed a large area of shallow 

sea. Today this shingle spit is represented by a raised 

shingle bar stretching from Harnett's 'Creek to the Peninsula 

(Jobberns, 1928; Chandra, 1968; Duckmanton, 197h). 

other periods of barrier beach building are lmown. 

Duckmanton (1974) described a period hOO B.P. when the Northern 

Barrier split and material from South Bay - with large inputs 

from the Peninsula cliffs - advanced around the Peninsula to 

enclose shore platforms raised at about the same time by 

tectonic uplift. This deduction is based on anomalcus gravels, 

remnant gravel barriers and recrnant lagoonal peats. 

In addition Duckmanton (1974), recorded anomalous gravels 

in fossil raised beaches, which indicate a prior period of 

barrier beach building, probably associated with the first 

episode .. 

The latest periods of barrier beach building were 

possibly caused by Moahtmter settlement (Duck;nanton , 197h). 

The alluvial fans are either post-glacial (Springfield 

Fo~~ation) or Otiran (Burnham Formation). The latter probably 

constitutes the bulk of the deposit. Significant deposition 

must have qccurred in the Otiran Glacial due to the Seaward 

Kaikouras being effected by a severe periglacial climate causing 

gross river overload (Brown a..YJ.d Taylor, 197h). The Hapuku Fan 

is the main surface representation of Otiran Deposits (New 

Zealand Geological Survey, 1973; Brown and Taylor, 1974). The 
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Burnham Formation rests on the greyv,acke undermass (Brown and 

Taylor, 1 974) • 

The Post-glacial fans cover about half the Plain in a 

thin veneer. The average thickness is 6-8m. They are not 

underlaid by Burnham Formation but by immense quantities of peat, 

blue clay and wood. These have a thickness of about 10 metres. 

(Brown and Taylor, 1974). 

These swamp or estuarine deposits are attributed to the 

'Kaikourean Spit'. The origin and position of this spit has 

already been described. 

The huge estuarine deposits indicates, 

(i) A long period of stability perhaps thousands of 

years. 

(ii) The recency of the 'so called post glacial fans'. 

The plain sequence fill a shallow fault/fold depression 

(Jobberns, 1928), with a maximlrn depth of SOm (Brown and Taylor, 

1 974) • This depression seperates the Kaikoura Peninsula Fold 

system from the Main Anticlinal - Synclinal range system 

(Jobberns, 1928). 

4. The Kaikoura Peninsula (Figure 1) 

The Kaikoura Peninsula is a series of gentle hills with a 

maximum height of 108m. The East-Vtest length is 4. 5kms. The 

narrowest point - the isthmus is 1e1kms. The Peninsula 

continues on to the Kaikoura Plain as the Ludstone Hills. 

Collectively these are kno~~ as the Peninsula Block (Chandra, 

1968; Duckmanton, 1974). 

The Peninsula is a folded sedimentary system and consists 
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of two synclines seperated by an anticline, the axis of which runs 

NE-SW. (Lensen, 1962). The arrangement of the rock strata is 

indicative of folding (Lensen, 1962). Minor faults are evident 

especially in the limestones (Duckmanton, 1974). 

The rocks are either limestones (~\muri Liffiestones) or 

Grey 1(arls - mud.stones (Duckrnanton, 1974) of Late Cretaceous -

Tertiary age (Lens en , 1962). (Figure 2) 

Certain aspects of the geology are unclear. These include 

the relationship with similar sedimentary structures and rocks in 

the P~~ipuhi Valley, the relationship with the folding and uplift 

of the Kaikoura Ranges, and the nature of the basement rock. 

The most obvious germorphological feature are the flights 

of terraces which are forI:ler shore platform. There is disagree-

ment on the number of terraces on the Peninsula. Chandra (1968) 

notes four terraces, while Duckmanton (1974) suggests five. The 

accepted terraces are at 109-97m, 82-73m, 51-63m, 47-50m, and 36m 

above present sea level (Duckrnanton, 1974) •• The 36m terrace 

correIa tea with the OturianInterglacial (Chandra, 1 968), and the 

51-60m with the Terengi Interglacial. The earlier terraces are 

tilted (Suggate, in Duckrnanton, 1974). Three terraces are dis-

tinguished on the Ludstone Hills (Chandra, 1968). Their present 

position is best explained by tectonic uplift (Chandra, 1968; 

Duclunanton; 1974). (Figure 3) Uplii't occurred throughout the 

Quaternary (Duckmanton, 1974). The mean rate of uplift between 

separate planations has not been determined. 

The present shore platform Crul be considered an incipient 

terrace. Shore platforms around the Peninsula cover O.77km2• 
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They are either comIJOsed of Limestone or mudstone (Duckmanton, 

1 974-) . 

Recent tectonic uplift of 2m about 4-00 years ~.P. has 

knocked these platforms out of equilib"rium with the mean sealeveL 

The uplift is evidenced by raised beaches and sea caves (Duckman

ton, 1974-). 

Duckmanton (1974-) described the recent geomorphic history 

of the Peninsula. He theorised that Polynesian ].12.n, notably the 

Moa hunter and the classic Maori, had a major role. 

Moa hunter settlement in the area about 4-00 B.P. probably 

caused some devegetation on the Peninsula at a time of additional 

environmental "instability caused by rapid tectonic uplift. 

Cliffs became unstable due to frequent fires and produced consid

erable amounts of material which were added into the longshore 

moving gravel barrier systems. These systems enclosed large 

areas of raised shore platform to form srrall lagoons. 

Intensive Maori settlement at 300 B.P. is said to have 

devegetated the Peni~sula properly and cauqed accelerated slope 

Extensive slope deposits covered the lagoonal peats. 

The surface remained unstable intermitently until European Times. 

European settlement also interferred with the supply of barrier 

beach material either by revegetation of cliffs or by wharfs and 

roads preventing Longshore movement." Interruption of supply has 

allowed an erosion phase to remove most of the backshore deposits. 

5. Tectonic Risk 

Historic records of earthquakes in the Kaikoura Area show 

they are of low frequency. However, those that occur are very 

destructive , with high intensities (Basting and Hayes, 1936). 
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Sherrard (1966), recorded that the Kaikoura area was hit 

hard by the 1855 earthquake, centred in tho \~iairarapa. ],!any 

homesteads were flattened and associated slippings was extensive. 

The area is cut by a major fault trace - the Kaikoura 

Fault. This fault is an extension of the Hope Fault and runs 

along the base of Mt Fyffe from the headwators of the Kahutara 

to Mangamaunu (Lensen, 1962). Movement in the Holocene has 

been deduced by Chandra (1968), from the displaqeI:lent of the 

Waimangarara Fan. 

No historic movement on the Fault is known, however, the 

parent Hope Fault was active in 1888, Vlith sizable horizontal 

displacement (Henderson, 1932). 

The other major fault trace - the Kekerengu Fault br~nch

os off the Hope Fault in the Kahutara River Head waters. It 

cuts Mt Fyffe about mid slope (Lensen, 1962). The fault is 

inactive -.'lith only localised late Quaternary movement being re-

corded (Lensen, 1962). 

Duckmanton (1974) noted that numerous minor faults.can be 

detected in the sedL~entary strata in Kaikoura Peninsula. 

The evidence suggests that the area is seismically active 

(Henderson, 1932; Clarke, et al 1965; Lensen, 1962). Lensen 

(1962), notes that the earthquake risk here is as high as anywhere 

in New Zealand. 

3. SOILS (Figure 6) 

The soils of Kaikoura are either yellowbrown earths or 

an intergrade yellowbrown/yellowgrey, type, and have been formed 
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from loess, weathered greywacke or alluvium. 

The Peninsula soils are loess based and therefore are 

weakly structured, and, when bare and subject to sheet erosion. 

This problem is compounded by an impervious layer beneath which 

inhibits drainage (Gibbs and Beggs, 1953). 

The soils of the steepland are similarly sheet erosion 

prone and cornprize over half of the area's soils., They deve-

loped under tussock grassland on a greywacke surfaces. Under 

a harsh environment European farming practices have caused them 

to be severely eroded. (Gibbs and Beggs, 1953) 

In contrast to the steepland soils, deep heavy greywacke 

based soils have developed on the Kahutara Hills (Gibbs and 

Beggs, 1953), under Lowland Podocarp Forest (Holloway, 1959). 

However, these are slip erosion prone (Gibbs $.nd Beggs, 1953). 

Soils on the Hapuku and Waimangarara River Fans were 

formed under IJowland Podocarp Forest but were covered with grass

land scrub at the time of European Settlement (Gibbs and Beggs, 

1953) • 

Recent.soils comprise most of the plains·. Most of these 

are the poor stoney Waimakariri soils probably derived from the 

braiding Kowhai River. The rest are fine alluvial soils .. The 

natural vegetation is not known. However, the soil types have 

been stUdied elsewhere. Cox and Mead (1963), in Canterbury 

concluded that Waimakariri soils were vegetated with Kenuka 

scrubland and that the fine recent soils - largely noW covered 

with stoney soils - were covered in Matai Forest. 

Areas of yellowbrown s~ds are limited to the coast. 
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4. HYDROLOGY (Figure 7) 

Seven short streams or rivers cross the Kaikoura Plains 

and five of these, Floodgate, Middle, Luke, Y;aimangarara, and 

Harnetts rise from the l>!t Fyf'fe seaward slopes. The others -

the Hapuku and Kowhai Rivers have catcr~ent5 which extend deep 

into the Seaward Kaikouras. All the streams and rivers have 

steep courses (Brown and Taylor, 1974). 

The Kowhai has a catchment which is located on the inland 

side of Mt Fyf'fe. Losses of water occur across the plains 

section of its course. Two former channels can be distinguish-

ed. One is to the north of the peninsula and the other is to 

the south of the present channel (Brown and Taylor, 1974). 

There are three aquifers under the Ka:ikoura plain. They 

are a water table aquifer, a deep nonflowing aquifer and a flow

ing artesian aquifer (Brown and Taylor, 1974). 

The watertable or groundwater aquifer is co~posed of 

alluvial sands and gravels and underlies the whole plain. V,cater 

depths range considerably from groundlevel on the Peninsula to 

20m on the Hapuku Fan. Its level fluctuates according to rain. 

The many coastal springs derive from the intersection of the 

aquifer with the surface. The lower impermeable surface in many 

cases is swamp deposit (Brown and Taylor, 1974). Inputs for the 

aquifer are mainly from direct precipation and from Mt Fyffe 

streams. 

Rivers. 

Some additional inflows are from the Kowhai and Hapuku 

The other aquifer tJ~es are more restricted and occur 

between 20-30m at the gro~nd surface and often have overlying 
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swamp deposits. However, these aquifers have sepa~ate chemi-

cal constituents, flow ch3.racteristics, waterlevels and distri-

butions (Brown and Taylor, 1974). (Figure 7) 

The flowing aquifer appears to have an o'.ltlet off the 

coas t. The source is the Kowhai River. Some delay in bBsef'low 

occurs since the water is greater than 20 years 01:1 (Brown and 

Taylor, 1974). 

The nonflowing aquifer also derives most of its water 

from the Kowhai River. In contrast, replenishment is rapid. 

A small <"..ddition pos sibly occurs from the JH Fyffe stre9.1Tls (Brown 

and Taylor, 1974). The reasons for the occurance of the rcstrict-

ed aquifers are not h.-nown (Brown and Taylor, 1974). 

Streams on the Peninsula are ephemeral and only have water 

in them after sufficient rain. Much water sinks into the Lirn8-

stone by sink holes and solution caves abound. The main control 

on stream courses is structure except for those on the Ludstone 

Hills. Streams on the Peninsula itself flow along the strike 

(Chandra, 1 968) • 

50 CLIMATE (Figure 8) 

Climate readings have been made since 1895 (Cockayne, 

1905).' At present the climate station is at 99m a. s.1. on the 

Peninsula (de Lislie, 1976c). 

There are no climate records for the Seaward Kaikouras. 

The nearest mountain station is on the Black Birch Range, to the 

North West, at 1478m (i'iardls, 1971). Some inferences have been 

made (Cockayne, 1906; Coulter, 1975). 
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The basic circulation pattern is a succession of anti-

cyclones and The troughs are usually associated with 

cold fronts and provide with the following winds much of the 

weather (M9.under, 1971). Topography is the other main control 

(Garnier, 1958). 

Precipitation on the coast averages at 86~p~ per year 

(de TJislie, 1976c), with rainfall increasing toward Mt Fyffe 

(Cockasne,1905; Yiardle,1971). has a yearly average of 

1456 (de Lislie, 1976d). CockaJT.8 (1905), believes rainfall is 

significantly higher in the mountains. 

Seelye (1940), estimated the annual variability at 10-16%, 

for the area. 

Rainfall is well distributed through the year with small 

bimodel seasonal variation. The largest falls are in late 

Autumn-winter, with maximums in May and July-.August. The minimum 

covers spring and summer and inCludes September to November and 

Ja..'1uary to February.. (ir.aunder, 1971; Duckmanton, 1 Coulter, 

1975; de Lislie, 1976c). The minimum is ch.used by the sub

tropical high preSSure systems moving south and the low pressure 

troughs beooming shallower and thus having little effect. The 

reverse happens in late Autumn-winter, (Kidson, 1931b). 

The variability of monthly rainfall, ( according to 

Seelye, 1946), can have serious consequences in summer.. Coulter 

(1975)) estimates that the Plains have 1 00 days of agricultural 

drought on the average each year" The mountains have substant-

ia less. Thus the water deficit on the Plains can be in the 

order of 300mm in summer. This can significantly affect pasture 

and crop plants when soil moisture is exhausted. Most native 
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vegetation and introduced trees can survive extreme water short-

ages (Coulter, 1975). For the year in total there is an excess 

of 200mm on the plains and 100-200mm in the mo~~tains (Coulter, 

The avera8e intensity of the rain is higho This is con-

finned by the low number (100-150) of rainy days. In the low-

lands mean rainfall for rainy days is 6.35-9.52mm while falls in 

the mountains are heavier: 9.52-25.4mm (Garnier, 1958). The 

intensity is seasonal. Highest intensities occur in autuwn and 

winter (de Lislie, 1976c). 

Precipitation is mainly from cold fronts and the associat-

ed southerly winds (Garnier, 1958). Westerly rain is insignifi-

cant since it is caught by the inland Kaikouras. In the Sea"ward 

Kaikouras an easterly or North Easterly flow can bring heavy 
. , 

rainfall (Cockayne, 1905). Cyclonic disturbances bring"heavy 

falls from the N.:;';. to the ,[hole area (Ducknanton, 1974). 

Sea fogs are common on the coast (de Lislie, 1976e; Coulter, 

1975) • Snow on the plains is not" a significant factor. Snow 

falls to sealevel about 5 days each year, mainly in winter 

(Kidson, 1932). Heavy sn07rfalls coat the Seaward Kaikouras in 

winter above 912-1219m. Cockayne, (1905), noted that the winter 

snowline was at the uilper boundary of the subalpine scrub. Snow-" 

falls tend to be as sociated with cold 1.illstable south-westerly 

conditions between a large stationary high over Australia alld a 

deep depression to the east of the South Island (de Lislie, 1969). 

Extreme events are associated vii th very intense rain from 

east and south flows on the Seaward Kaikouras (N. Robertson, pers. 

comm.). Flooding is the. main response. The Kovrhai River often 
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busts its banks, careers over the plains and may flood the to~~. 

The frer]uency of these is less than in other regions (Holloway 

and Naylor, 1959). An analysis of the Marlborough Flood records 

confirmB this. Kaikoura had the average number (22) of floods 

1923-1953 while Blenheim and the Lower V:airau River experienced 

45 floods (r.\CW Zealand Soil end River Control Council, 1957). 

As recently as 12-13 March 1975 ~ very heavy rains aBSOC-

iated with Cyclone i\lison caused serious flooding and slipping 

in the area, The rainfall recorded at the Kaikoura l£eteorolog-

ical Station to 8 a,m. 13 1~arch, was 155W11 in the previous 6 

hours. 193mm in 12 hours and 205rnm in ~ hours. The 6 hour 

and 12 hour fall have a return period of over 200 years, and the 

24 hour fall a return period of 100 years. The rainfall at 

Gra.nge Road, Hapuku to 9 a.m. on the 14th was 266mm, but this 

was considerably less than the Y+5rr:m recorded on the 6th May, 

1923 (N.G. Robertson, pars. comm.), 

The main physical damage from Cyclone Alison was to the 

North, between Rakautara and just past Clarence and in the 

Hundalees to the South, where massive slips destroyed the road 

and railway (Tomlinson, 1975). 

Extreme rainfalls statistically have a return period of 

20 years (Coulter, 1975). 

The lowlands h3.ve mild tempe:!"atures since the area is 

near enough to the sea to receive its influence (V. stout, pers. 

comm.) • 
• 0 

The mean annual temperature for the lowlands 15 12.0 C 

(de Lislie, 197Gc), For the mOQ~tains it is 8.G
o
C (Garnier, 1958). 

Tempcratures ~re markedly seasonal on the coast. The 

average July temperature is 7.SoC and the mean January tempera-



ture is 16.0
oc (Kidson, 1931a; Garnier, 1958; Duckrnanton, 

1 974-) • Extreme values occur occasionally with 22.2
o

C recorded 

in July and 5.0
oe recorded in January (de LisEe, 1976c). The 

Seaward Kaikouras usually protect the area from the hot North-

westerlies (Garnier, 1958), though occasionally they penetrate 

to the coast (Duckmanton, 1974-). 

Warm swnmer temperatures are partially reflected in high 

evap-transpiration rates. The actual a~~ual evaporation for 

the plains is BOOmm. The potential is IIluc,h higher with 125rnm 

for Januaryelone (Coulter, 1975). 

There is the threat of frosts in all months except s~%~er. 

However, the main frosts occur in the winter months of May -

August. The frequency of frost and the intensity is low, owing 

to the nearness of the sea (Kidson, 1932). Most fros ts are 

light and are confined to a very shallow layer at the sut·face. 

Sizable plant damage occurs only when the air freezes, but frosts 

of this type have not been recorded (de Lislie, 1976c). There 

is no Jjlonth when ground temperatures are consistently belavr zero 

(de Lislie, 1976e). 

Temperatures in the Seaward Kaikouras have not been re-

'corded. The natm'e of the topography makes it difficult as 

climates in the valley and on the ridge top are quite different. 

Valley climates are affected by slolle, aspect and shading 

( e 0 ult er J 1 975) • As a rule, temperatures are believed to be 

lower than in the lowlands. Cockayne (1905) estimated that they 

o 
were about lja 7 C lower on I,:t Fyffe. Altitude and high insolation 

are the main f actors in the lO;'rer temperatures of the mountains 

and the temperature rc-nge is high (Maunder, 1971) .. 
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Winter temperatures are not too severe, as frost sensi-

tive ~ spp are common, on Mt Fyffe at least (Cockayne, 1905). 

The treeline is considered to be controlled by summer 

temperatures. The current vievl is that it represents the high-

est altitude at which the summer growing period is sufficiently 

long for shoots of woody plants to grow and open under the air 

temperatures which prevail at the height of the tree canopies 

(Coulter, 1975). 

Frost fre~uency is highly variable in the mOQntains, 

though still typically winter. Its importance is reflected in 

the intensity of the diurnal freeze and thaw cycles. Coulter 

(1975), estimates an average of 50 days per year during which a 

. 0 
temperature of less than 0 C is recorded. Screen frosts are 

more frequent (150-250 days) (Maunder, 1971). 

The average wind flow is not high (6-211- km/hr) (V. Stout, 

pers. corrun.). Hov/ever, the area has an unusual frequency of 

calms (3q~b) (Garnier, 1958), and strong gusty winds. Atmospher-

ic turbulence is then quite severe making the area one of the 

windiest places in New Zealand (de Lislie, 1965; 1972i 1976c; 

1 976d). 

Wind increases over the hills and mountains with height, 

and is channelled by topography down riverbeds for example (de 

Lislie J 1 965~ Coulter, 1 975) • 

The prevailing wind is the North Easterly (V. stout, pers. 

c omm. ; Garnie r 1 1 958) • This strong cool wind is associated 

with westerly conditions over New Zealand. The westerly airflow 

is channelled through Cook Strait, forcing a cloud sheet far out 
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1;" 0 .lgure /: Nort~cst conditions - Nor'west arch 

over Ksikoura, Scptc:r.bcr 1975. 



Figures 10 and 11: The effect of tho Aucust 1 1975 

plant<.l tions 1l:r .. ',';t:::'".t of K~ti~'cur:l. 
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into the Pacific, and is deflected, OVer Kaikoura, to the low 

pressure on the leeward side of the mountains (CarnieI', 1958; 

de Lislie, 1969 ; Coulter, 1975). Sometimes the North-3ast-

erly is e..ssociated with cyclonic disturbances (Duckmg,nton, 1974). 

The easterly sea breeze is usually included with the North 

Easterly. 

V/indblown salt is considerable in coastal aree.s from 

these winds. Appreciable quantities are deposited on coastal 

vegetation (Coulter, 1975). 

The Southerlies (S.E., S.) are the gus ty win,is and 

form the prevailing sector. They are associated with the 

passage depressions and their associated cold fronts and follow-

ing winds (Carnier, 1958; Duclananton, 1974). 

The area is generally protected fro~ the North Westerlies 

by the Sea1l'2.rd Kaikouras though the t:lllical N.l:!. clouds are 

common. (Figure 9). Occasionally they do reach the coast in 

a ratter destructive way. A N.W. wind storm on August 1st 1975 

reached a m~imum of 193 km/hr at 9 a.m. 
I 
Damage was extensive. 

Pinus_radiata planti'""tions "were flattened or the trunks were 

sne.pped off haJj' way. Houses and f'arm buildir.gs were damaged 

by falling trees and wind pressure and at least one hall was 

demolisbed. (Figures 10 and 11). 

Extreme vrinds are not very frequent but are intensified 

by the Seaward KaikoUI'e..s. Many are local. The fact that two 

periods (August 1 st 1975, 15th July 1976), of extreme winds 

have been recorded recently is merely a coincidence (N. Robertson, 

pers 0 comm.). 

de Lislie (1966), estimated the variation of 
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radiation for the Kaikoura Lowlands. Hi~hest radiations (Sun 

and sky) ar'e in summer, vlith lowest radiations in winter. 

InfJolation in mountain areas is higher (Garner, 1958). 

The lowlands receive an average of 2068 hours Fer annUJD 

of bright sunshine and one in every two days is sUP~y (de Lislie, 

1 976c). 

The mountains receive 1800-2000 hours. Overall sunshine 

is pleritiful and is explained by the orographic effects on the 

wind flOl,[, 10Y7 cloudiness and clear skies. The sunshine readings 

are lower than mean New Zeala.l1d standards (Garnier, 1958). 

The sunniest months are in sL:llli:ler, Novemcer to January 

(de Lislie, 1976e), 

Thunderstorms are caused by cool S. V;. air underoining 

warm moist N. 'N. air. Kidson and Thomson, (1931), showed that 

the Kaikoura plains received few thunderstorms, but the frequency 

was higher in the ranges. 

Nee.le (1967), ascribes the low frequency of tornadoes a.'1.d 

extreme thunderstorms in the Cook Strait area to the orographic 

distortion of the lower troposp,heric wind flow which inhibits 

the development of intense updraught cumulonimubus cloUQs. 

1. Climatic Chcnge 

'Mean annual rainfall records for Marlborough have been 

studies by de Lislie (1961). They show re'gular fluctuations 

wi th an amphi tude of I 12 years on which are imposed shorter 

period fluctuations. The large scale fluctuations correlate 

with North Islanct fluctuations and are considered to be due to 

variations in depressions. passing over New Zealand. The small 



scale variations are random and do not correlate. There is 

then no linear trend to increased or decreased rainfall. 

Matmder (1974), and Finklestein (pers. comm.), have 

analysed mean annual temperat~e records for Auckland and 

Dunedin. J. Finkelstein, (pers. coom.), believes the similar-

ity can allo'il them to be used for Kaikoura. The wave like 

fluctuations of rain are not so evident. Here a linear trend 

to increased temperature C2n be aisccrned with a cold. period at 

the turn of the century and a warm period in the last 20 or 50 

years. This year has, however, been appreciably cooler than 

normal (J. Finklestein, pers. comm.). 

6. VEGETATION 

The purpose of this discussion is to outline the vege

·tation, what is knovrn of the vegetation history pollen types 

expected from the fonnations and previous pal;ynological and 

paleobotantical work. 

1. The Plant Forrr.ations 

HollOYJaY ana Naylor (1959), suggest that Pre-Europea.'1 

grasslands were never extensive in tho Kaikoura area. The area 

was densely forested. This contradicts accounts of early N.Z. 

Company surveyors who reported large flat areas suitable for 

agriculture. These included the Peninsula. No mention was 

marle of the area being heavily forested. Other early descript-

tions spoke of the promise of the area for shoep and cattle runs 

and the 'open grass country· (Sherrard, 1966). The early 

development here of extensive pastoralism provides further 
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evidence of grassland. 

(Sherrard, 1966). 

Accounts range from 3200-6000 Hectares 

The native grassland was dominated by grasses \'lith a 

narrow fine leaf and a buncl:.ed erect habit (Tussocks). Grass-

land so dominated is lmown as tussock. grassland. The tussock 

grass species are largely endemic to New Zealand and have a dLll 

brown colour (Connor and 11acRae, 1969). 

Unfortunately much tussock grassland was fires by the 

early pastoralists before botanical analyses, so only the general 

composition is known (Gibbs et al., 1945). Burrow (1969a), 

notes that the cryptoganlic plants are poorly known. 

Martin (1932), dist"mguishes two main t us sock formations. 

Short Tussock and Tall Tussock. 

Short Tussock is dominated by Fescue tussock (Festuca 

novae-zelzndiae) and. Pea caesf"dtosa. These species are rarely 

taller than O.50m and have a yello'll brown colour. Collectively 

they are popularly known as Silver tussocks. Associated grass 

species include Danthonia DilosCl, D. semi-ennularis, Agropyron 

scabrum, Dichelacrne crini ta and Poa colensoi. 

Some altitudinal variation of the grass species occurs. 

Poa colensoi and the small Danthonia spp. are more frequent above 

300m. These grade into Chinochloa grassland Fescue tends to 

dominate on higher areas, with Poa caespitos8. concentrated on 

lower areas. 

The short tussock formation is floristically diverse. It 

includes recularlyover 50 species of herb and shrub (~f.artin, 1932). 

Some of these include sedges (Carex breviculmis, Care:>: lucidia), 
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,gelemisia spp. Epilobiurn sp. (herbs), (GeraniuIll sPP.), 

Gnaphaliu~~ sp. bidibidis (Acaena spp.), daisies of many sorts, 

matagouri (Discaria) , Charmich2.elia -petri, C. robusta, (native 

'brooms), and ~ciJ?h,xlla spp. In shady areas Phormium cclensoi 

is abundant (Hartin, 1932; Connor and MacRae, 1969). 

Short tussock grassland is considered to extend up to 

1100m (Gibbs, et aI., 194-5). 

-Tall tussock is dominated by species of Chinochlo2,. 

These are tall broad to narrow leaved tussock grasses (Burrows, 

1969a). The usual maximUIr. height is over 2m. Their altitudin-

al range is between 1 500-2200m (Burrow's, 1969a). 

The species cornmonesl in the Kaikoura Ranges is 

C. flavesc·eT'.s (snowgrass). C. flavescens is cornrr.on at the heads 

of the Kahutara (~~artin, 1932) and Kowhai Ri vOers (3vans, 1973). 

C. pallens als 0 is found in the Kowhe..i Catchment (Evans, 1973). 

Red tussock (C. r:':lbra) is common in wetter areas (Martin, 1932) 

though in Canterbury it is found on well drained sites also 

(Connor and JI':acRae, 1969). 

Floristically tall tussock formations are rich (Godley, in 

Kuschel, 1975). However, the size of' the Chionochloa species is 

sufficient to reduce the diversity of the cow~unity, compared to 

short tussock formations (Gibbs et al., 194-5). 

Cla.ssic associates are the mountain flax (Fhormium 

colensoi), the spaniard (Aciph,xlJa colensci), and the snowberry 

(Gaultheria spp.). The cotton plant (Celmisia sp.) is the major 

herb' species large mat (Burrows, 1969). - It tends to survivo 

fires well due to a well r:rotected grmdng tip and has taken 
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advantage of frequent tussock fires to expand its area (Godley, 

1975). Other associates include the short tussocks, F. 'nova -

zeala..'1die and Poa colensoij Hebes, daisies (Raoulia), Senecio 

spp., Coprosma spp., Acaena spp., Ranunculus spp., Plantago sp. 

and Podocarpus spp. A wide range of ferns and mosses are also 

found (Burrows, 1969.;l-; Godley, 1975). 

The associated species have some interesting character-

istics. Some are confined to 101V altitudes like Hebe tetrast-

richa, or high altitudes like Ranunculas grahami. A strong 

amount of hybridization occurs. Many have a wide environmental 

tolerance like Anistome aromatica fo~d from sealevel to 2300m. 

That is many are not obligate species. Generally they show 

considerable specialization and endemism. 1his suggests the 

area was a refuge in the last glaciation (Burrows, 1969a; Martin, 

1932; Cockayne, 1928). 

Forest and scrub is chiefly confined to the gullies and 

lower slopes of the Seaward Kaikouras (Buchanan, 1869; Munroe, 
1 

1868, Cockayne, 1928; Wardle, 1971 and Martin, 1932). Wardle 

(1971), provided a scheme for dividing the complicated pattern 

(Holloway, 1954) LqtO types. (Figure 12). 

Coastal 'scrub hardwood forest is a distinctive type of 

forest caused primarily by the harsh coastal environment-salty 

soils, strong sea winds and strong insolation (Cockayne, 1906). 

Lowland forest really reaches :the coast without being separated 

by a coastal forest buffer (for exceptions see Godley, 1975). 

The latter include two types of plants, those solely coastal and 

those found in other habitats like Phormium tenax and C ordyline 

australis. 



Figure 13: Coc..stal forest, Glel.-:IT.s S.'::. of 

}-~0.i]:our2., at the ~!urun.ui ?iver J.'outh. 

FiC.u'c 14: 

crjcoi~i2S forest. 
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Wardle (1971) showed the type to be dominated by mahoe 

(Melcytus ramiflorus). Titoki (Alectryone excelsus) and Ngaio 

(Myoporl~ laetum) are also important dominants. Karaka (Corypo

carpus laevigatus) the species symbolishing coastal forest 

(Cockayne, 1928), actually has a restricted distribution. The 

roof formed by these canopy species is typically closed and 

billowy. Likewise the ground and shrub layers are often dense. 

Macropiper excelsum is the main species in the shrub layer. 

Ferns and herbs may occur in undamaged areas (Cockayne, 1928; 

\Yardle, 1971). 

The forest has a mean height of 17m. (Figure 13). 

Lowland Podocarp - Mixed Broadleaf Forests Vlere formerly 

found on lower slopes of ]f.t Fyf'f'e, and in the Hapuku, Puhipuhi 

and Blue Duck Valleys • The species were mainly Rimu, (pacrydinm 

.supressin~'E) Matai (Podocarpus spicatus), Kahikatea (pacr'ycar:~us 

dacr;ydioides), Totara (P. totara) (Sherrard, 1966). 

Wardle (1971), noted an altitudinal effect where Rimu and 

Totara were more common at lower al ti tud.es and Matai and an inter-

mediate form of Totara are confined to high altitudes. Hinau 

(Elaeocarpus dentatus), another tree species, appears to show no 

altitudinal range. 

to the. sub canopy. 

The associated hardwoods are mai.Ylly confined 

The main species are, Mahoe (Melic;ytus rami-

florus), matipo (Myrsine Australis), putaputaweta (Carp.odetus 

'serratus), Pennantia corymbosa, Pseudopa.'18.x arboreutn. 

Tree ferns (Cyathea dealbata) and various woody Coprosma 

species make up the shrub layer, while the ground layer contains 

many ferns like the Aspleniur:! sp. 

The general condition of the Podocarp forest now is poor 



Holloway, 1 95l~) • Meny podocarps are overmature and senescent. 

In some areas the podocarp tree tier has been elj~inated so that 

a broadleaf remnant exists 6 

The type occurs from 110m-74Droo It usually gives way to 

Hall's Totar-a (P. hallj) foresL The forest has a mean height 

of 2S.~ (,'iardle, 1971). 

l\rothofar;u~ forest forms a small component of the Sea:Nard 

Kaikoura forests directly ilbove the plains, but is a major compon-

cnt of the vegetation in the hills to the north and south (Wardle, 

1971). This is }Jl'obably a function of :Zu:copean end Polynesian 

burning.. It does not fit into the altitudinal zonation of 

coastal forest,. lowland Podocarp a..'1d Hall's Totara forest ('::an1le, 

1 971 ) • 

!Jothofagus solrmdri var. solandri (Black Beech) is the 

commonest species. It hybridizes freely with Nothofa;;~us 

solandri var. clif'fortiodies (MolUltain Beech) the other main 

species. Consequently there is a range of variation between the 

2 s pe cie s (Ward le, 1 971 ) • 

Other beech species N. men.ziesii (Silver Beech), and 

N. truncata (Hard Beech) are absent. A few stan~s of N -.;;.....;;...;..;;:...-;;;.; 

(Red Beech) occur to the extreme north ana south of' the Kaikou,ra 

District (V{ardle, 1 91'1), on deep soils, (Holloway and Naylor, 

1959) • 

An altitudinal effect can be discerned. Beech similar to 

N. solandri var .. ~na.ri are con.centrated on the lowest slopes. 

Beech apnroximating N. solanr1ri var. elif'f'ortoHies tend to occur - -
on high slopes CHardle, 1971). N. fusca is f'ound at the lowest 

altitudes below N. soll1Y!dri var. sol.':cndri (Ho11oway ani Naylor, 1959). 

The stanis are generally more open than poclocarp f'orest 



(Godley, 1975) and 8.re fairly pure except in the Aniseed 

Valley (Viardle, 1961). A sub-canopy of broadle2.i' hardwoods 

is common" Typical constituents include lancewood ,~seuaopanax 

,9rassifoliuJr.) putaputa'.'ieta (Car'poGetus serratus) and broadleaf. 

Shrubs are most usually Coprosmas and' the ground is frequently 

bare. 

Holloway (1948), described the ecological requirements 

of N. solendi var. cliffortoidies an::l N. 5018....11(1ri var. solandri. 

The former is characteristic of subcontinental dry climates, but 

is also found in mountain areas, where well drained. Black 

Beech has similar ecological requirements but requires warmer 

temperatures. N. fusca the rarer beech needs a more equatable 

temperature regime stille These ecoloqical requirements appear 

to fit the reality of the distribution. 

Holloway (1954) , notes N. sclar..dri var. cliffortoidies 

invading stands of degenerate podocarp. These are apparently 
.' 

P. halli stands. llovement is upslope from "lowland" river 

sites. Similar infiltrations have been described elsewhere by 

Holloway. .An obvious difference here, however, is that the 

invasion is upslope rather than the more usual dovmslope. 

Beech forest ranges from 74 metres to 1100 metres across 

the other forest types ('Nardle, 1971). 

Hall l s Totara predominates on Mt Fyffe, in the Kowlcai and 

Hapuku Catchments. In most areas it forms the timber line 

(Eolloway, 1954j Wardle, 1971). It is species poor. The main 

canopy species is ?orrocarpus hallie 

A sub-canopy of broadlesf species is cemmon. l,';ardle 
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lists Griselinio. littoralis, Pseuclopane--x crassifoliwn and 

Conrosma linariifolia. , Marti."l (1932), includes also p. totara, 

IJeptosperum ericoidiGs and JJibocedrus biciYlill1. Shrub layers 

are rare ana. the amount of floor coverillg is variable. Often 

the fern Polystrichum vestitum, Uncinia spp. and the herb 

Mycelis muralis are present (,;;ardle, 1971). 

Cockayne (1928), notes that Hall's Totara Forest is not 

an important component of Upland Forests. The Kaikourean 

Forests appear to differ from Cockayne's type in that J,ibocednls 

bicl',,,illi has a minor role, and that sub-alpine species like 

Phyllocladc:s alpinus...l. and Dro.cophyllum traversii are absent. 

Hall's Totaraforest ranges from 550m to 1250m with a 

mean at 940m (Viardle, 1971 ). 

Scrub is a plant formation dominated by small woody 

plants ranging between 3.3 to 7m (Burrows, 1969b). 

Cockayne (1905) defjnes it in ter~s of habit. Shrub is 

a plant formation dominated by individuals .with stiff, wiry, 

interlacing and often divaricating branches. This def ini tion 

is more appropriate for sub-alpine scrub. 

Sub-alpine scrub is fO~"ld above P. halli Forest. It 

occupies an arrow belt between the forest and the alpine grass-

. land e On ~,:t Fyffe it is rarely greater than ~Dm (Cockayne, 

1905). . .. 

The scrub is mainly composed of shrubs or small trees. 

These are evergreen and typically xerophytic. They have a 

dense growth habit with interlacin~ bral1.ches and small leaves 

. (Cockayne, 1905). 
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The main shrub species is Cassinia vauvilliersii yare 

albida and others include Dracrophyllum uniflortun, Hebe odora, 

Phyllocladus alpinus, Phormium colensoi, Olearia nUTh~ularifolia 

yare cymbifolia and Gaultheria crassia (CockEl,J'l1e, 1905; ",','ardle, 

1971) • Cassinia vauvilliersii var. alb ida is endemic to the 

Marlborough Botanical District (Cockayne, 1905; Allan, 1961). 

The ground species ar@ confined to clearings, where the 

main plant is Rammculus lobulatus - another endemic (Cockayne, 

1905) • Other herbs, and grasses, may be present like Aniso-

tome aromatica and Celrr:isia spectabilis (,::a1'dle, 1971). 

The scrub is rather patchy. Vlardle (1971), ascribes 

this to fire. 

Leptosnermum ericoides (Kanuka) scrub and 10Yl forest is 

common in the Kaikoura area. Lentospermum stands are either 

seral or permanent. The former was usually the case, for in 

most sites examined by Wardle (1971), charcoal was present. 

Where the climate is too dry like on the western side of the 

Seaward Kaikouras, the community may be the climax (V[ardle, 1971). 

L. scoEarium (manuka) occurs in 1017 frequencies throughout 

Kanuka scrub. 

Silvester (1968) has documented prL~ary succession in

volving L. ericoidies - Aristotelia serrata as a seral stage on 

the Hapu..1cu riverbed~ The other stages are dominated by 

Coriaria arborea and Sophora microphylla o. 'pi ttosporum engenioides. 

The climax is Podocarp - mixed hardwood. 

Lepto3perm~m and Aristotelia make an early appearance in 

the Coriar-ia dominated first stage, five to ten years after 

surface establishment. They dominate in association with other 
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scrub hardwoods, the success ion from about 40 years to 55 years. 

However, after 25 years, the second stage dowinants may begin to 

overtop the C. arborc~. 

Throu{3hout the period of Lepto.'3:s.ermum - Aristotelig, 

dominance J So,Phora microphylla and Pi ttcspOrUlll eugenioioes 

increase and become dominant after 55 years. 

The lowland Kowhai Bush shows a similar primary succession. 

Here there is an incredible complicated pattern of vegetation. 

At one extreme are Coriaria stands. The other is a mixed low 

forest of Dodonaea '1i5co-1a, Sophora microphylla., and L. eric-

oid~ with many Podocarp associates. (Figure 14) Scrubland 

dOf.linated mainly by kanuka, with some manuka was typically modi-

ficd by stock and farming practices with a closely grazed groQ~d 

cover of introduced grasses. In undisturbed areas, the floor 

was covered wi th introduced grasses and bracken fern. (Figure 14) 

Kanlika stands in the mountains are sL~ilar except that 

1. scouarium is absent, the floor is somewhat bare. 
...... - The floor 

species include herb like l(ycelis murali~, Uncinia species and 

,Pol;ystrichum richardii. The shrub layer is poorly developed as 

a rule. Helichr,ysum glomeratUf'l,Coprcsma crassifolia, 

~. parvifloria and Olearia peniculata are present (Wardle, 1971). 

Broadleaf scrub is common in many areas, especially direct-

ly above the Pldns (iVardle, 1971). On the plains, a stand can 

be fOlmd at Postman's Road Bush. Eolloway (1954) suggests that 

they are remnants of a degenerate Podocarp stand. The main species 

form the sub-canopy of lowland Podocarp Forest. These are mahoe, 

Pseudopane.x arboreum, fuschia (Fuchsia excorticata), broadleaf 
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~iG~rc 15: Fost~2n's ~03J Bush - en cX3cple of 

The b.:::,c;~Grour..c. cor..~ists of a r.1ixture of 
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(Griselinia Ii ttoralis), putaputaweta and red Matipo (V,'ardle, 

1 971 ) • The floor is covered with the ferns Asplenium spp. 

and Polystich~m spp. (Figure 15) 

Discaria toumatou is a spinous rearly leafless divari-

eating shrub. Discaria associations are a feature of stoney 

riverbeds, and river terraces. This association is species 

rich, with a wide variety of herbs and grasses (Burrows, 1969b; 

Martin, 1 932) • A unique Kaikourean association is movin as 

Bluff Scrub and consists of a number of endemic canopy plrults 

like Pach;rstegia insignis, Senecio,monroi and Hebe h'.llkeana. 

Other shrub species are P3eudoDanax arboreum broadleaf and 

Clearia paniculata. Ferns cover the ground. Typically this 

association is found on very steep slopes (V,'ardle, 1971). 

At the time of European settlement a substantial swamp, 

known as the Kaikoura Swamp, existed between the slopes of 

Mt Fyffe, the Peninsula and the sea. It had a typical swamp 

ve'getation of toitoi (Cortadiera sp.) bulrush (Typha augusti

folia), f'lax (Phormium tonax), niggerhead (Carex sect~) , 

bracken ferns (Pteridium aquilinum), tutu, (Coriaria arborea) 

and koromiko (Hebe salicifolia). Unlike 'many other South 

Island swamps there were no kahika tea (Dacrycarpus dacryclioides) 

stands .. The swamp had considerable depth. One report re-

cords it as over 5 m. Crossing the swamp was quite impossible 

as the vegetation was so dense. The swamp was progressively 

drained from the 1870· s (Sherrard, 1966). 

and stu~ps were found. 

Durine drainage logs 

The swamp is probably a remnant of the vast Post Glacial 

swamp, deposits of which are f'o~~d under Post Glacial gravels. 
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(Brown and Taylor, 1974). Orchiston (1974), however considers 

it is more recent, being formed after destruction of the forest 

by Moahunter fires. 

Sub-alpine Meadow, and Fellfields are found above the 

scrubline and are examples of open vegetation. Sub-alpine 

meadow is characteristic of the Kaikouras. Its finest develop-

ment is on the Kahutara Saddle and on Mt Fyffe (Martin, 1932). 

The main species are Aciphylla colenso~, Phormium colensoi 

and Chinochloa flavescens. Herbs are very ab~dant including 

the Mt Fyffe Buttercup (Ranunculus lobulatus), Senecio sa:dfragoi

dies and .~entiana coryrr:bifera. 

Buchanan (1869) records its altitudinal limits as 1~BOm-· 

2200rn.Above 2200m there is no vegetation. 

Martin (1932), described in detail the three types of 

coastal community as sand dunes and stony beaches, salt swamps 

and coastal rocks and cliffs. 

Lilac, a white flowered convolvulus (Calyste~i_~ sp.) and 

Carex pwnila (creeping sandsedge) are the main elements of the 

natural vegetation of the beaches. Dunes have much the same, 

plus Scirpus nodosus, R~oulia sp. and grass species like 

De;yeuxia. Xerophytic shrubs are common inland. 

Coastal rocks and cliff communities usually have plants 

from nearby forests, like Ngaio (Myoporwn laetUl~), akeake 

(Dodonaea viscosa), karaka (Corynocarpus laevi~) and whar

angi (Jt.elicope turnata). 

2. }]ndemism and the North Island Element 

The North East Botanical District (Cockayne, 1928), 
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which includes Kaikoura, has at least 51 (Martin, 1932), 

endemic species. The 19 endemic daisies are probably the most 

distinctive including Pachystegia insignis, Haastia pulvinaris 

(a vegetable sheep), Senecio monrol., and Cassinia vauvilliersii 

var 0 :al bida. Many of the endemics occur around Kaikoura. 

A-North Island Forest element forms an important part of 

the local flora (Buchanan, 1869; Cockayne, 1918; Martin, 1932; 

1938 , Holloway,. 1954). It is of sufficient amount for C ockayne 

(1928), to describe it as semi-North Island. Examples of the 

North Island Semi Flora include the Karaka, BeilscrJTIie(lia tawa 

(tawa) , ~ightia excelsa, Cyathea medule.ris, MelicoDe ternata, 

11.. mantelli. 

3. Human Influence 

The area has been settled by man for over 800 years 

(M. Trotter,. pers. comm.). The vege ta tion is now in a highly 

disturbed state. 

The destructiveness of l{oahunter and Maori culture has 

been well documented. For example, see Cmnberland (1961, 1962) 

and Cameron (1964-). Here, however, there has been little 

research into the effect of Polynesian Man on the vegetation. 

Wardle, (1971) reported abundant charcoal under LeptospermUffi 

Stands, and Duckmanton, (1974) suggested that Polynesians were 

responsible for devegetation of the Peninsula. 

European Settlement is more recent, dating back from the 

1840's-1870's. It has been very destructive and well documented. 

Large areas of forest and scrub have been cleared. 

animals have contributed to the modification. 

Noxious 
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The Short Tussock grassland has been largely replaces and 

overSO\\rrl Vii th European grasses like Lolium perenne, L. i talicum 

(ryegrasses), Daciylis glomerata (Cocksfoot), Phleum praten~e 

(Timothy), and Easpalum dilatatum. Strains of clover (Trifolium 

spp.) are also important plants in the sward. The sward is 

thus species poor, but more productive (Godley, 1975). Grass

land now covers a considerable area since much of the lowland 

bush has been cleared. Exotic trees including Eucalytus spp., 

Macrocarpa sp. and Pinus radiata dot the landscape forming· 

shelterbelts in the main. 

The Tall Tussock grassland still exists though in a 

severely modified form as the palatable species have been eradi

cated by fires and sheep grazing. 

The forests and scrublands have been affected through 

clearing, fire and noxious plants and anirnals. Clearing has 

mainly affected the lowland Podocarp J while fire, the Sub-alpine 

Sorublands and Alpine Meadows .. Noxious animals have affeoted 

them all to some degree, with most damage being in Hardwood Scrd. 

Here the main tree species are heavily browsed, and are not 

regenerating. Since this ocours on steep slopes, there are 

serious implications regarding catohment stability (Wardle, 1971). 

Presumably the damage is by OPPOSSUIDS, since, according to Holloway 

and 'Taylor,( 1959), the area generally does not provide a good 

habitat for deer, owing to a lack of forest cover. 

Most of the Kaikoura Plains and Seaward Kaikoura Mountains 

now have no forest or scrub cover (Yiardle, 1971). 

The Sub-alpine Meadow and Fell field has been severely 

damaged by fire and grazing. Back in 1869, Buchanan noted that 
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palatable species were being exhe,usted. 

4. Pollen Types expected from the Vegetation Formations 

There have been no modern pollen rain studies in the 

Kaikoura area. However, the existing literature gives infer-

ences as to the situation. 

Moar (1970a), recorded rJothofagus solandri var. cliffort

oidies Formation pollen rain at Ia Cocka;yne in the mountains of 

Mid-Canterbury. 

The pollen spectra was dominated overwhelmingly by 

N. fusca type pollen. Thus bearing a close relationship.with 

the Flora. other tree s;pecies Vlere recorded in trace amounts, 

as was ~rass Eollen. 

Lowland podocarp formations have been studied by Moar 

(1970a),on the ~est Coast. The~ollen spectra again bore a 

close relationship to the Flora. However, the dominant tree 

species tended to be over-represented v.'hilst the shrubs and 

associated canopy tree species were under-represented. 

effect was to simplify the complexity of t~e' formation. 

The net 

Nothofagus spp. and Podocarpus spp. produce abundant pollen 

which is easily wind disseminated (Listis, 1953), and they tend to 

mask local and regiona.l Alpine, grassland and scrubland formations 

(Moar, 1 970a). 

N. fusca pollen can be detected great distances in low 

frequencies. It has been recorded at Bank.9ide - 60lans west of 

the nearest stand, Eyrewell - 15 kIDs west (Myers, 1973), Christ

church - 60lans west (Listis, 1953), Swampy Hill-Dunedin - 40lans 

west, (McKellar, 1973) and in the Cba tham Islands - 700kn'.S west 
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(Dodson, 1976). This characteristic of widespread dispersal 

makes interpretation of fossil pollen rains difficult (Listis, 

1953). 

N. menziGsii pollen is no~ well dispersed (McKellar, 

1973) • 

Podocarpaceae pollen is also widely disseminated, though 

at lower frequencie s. Podocarpu~ (probably p. ferrugine~~ and 

P. totara)and Phyllocladus pollen of New Zealand origin have 

been recorded by Dobson (1976) in the Chatham Islands Modern 

Pollen Rain. Moar (1970a) records ]?acrydium cU1Teressiniun of 

probable '\'rest Coast origin in the Mt C ockayne pollen rain. 

Subalpine grasslands, herb fields and scrub, as previously 

mentioned, are dominated by lowland podocarp pollen. 
~ 

However, 

the constituent species are still recorded (Moar, 1970a). 

Moar (1970a), studied pollen rain in South Island.sub-

alpine scrub G 1'he p011en spectra was dominated by lowland 

pollen, however pollen from local dominants and the associates 

were recorded. 

A similar result was found for sub-alpine grasslands and 

fell fields of Lowland pollen types dominant as was pollen from 

the local dominant (grass). other herb pollen was hardly 

recorded, which is due to the low pollen production of Alpine 

and sub-alpine plants (Maar, 1 970a)~ The difficulty of disting-

uishing grass pollen at the species level presents considerable 

difficulty in interpretation and description of fossil and modern 

pollen rains 0 

Pollen rain in LeEtospermum ericoidies scrub/Lowland 
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tussock has been described by Myers (1973). The pollen rain 

was ove~vhelmingly over-represented by herb pollen especially 

Graminae. Ferns Vlere recorded at a low frequency. Woody 

plants to be under-represented. Myers (1973), 

oonsidered that the local and regional aspects of the vegeta-

tion were well recorded except for the presence of windblown 

Notho:fa~. 

The pollen rain from the Chathams Flora has been studied 

by Dodson (1976). A of coastal forest is fOillld on the 

lowlands (Cockayne, 1901). The dominant tree species including 

Karaka were gena rally sented. ,Ferns were well 

represented. Grasses, however, were over-represented and other ,,; 

herbs were under-represented. 

No pollen rain study of swamp flora is known. However, 

Dodson (1976), recorded the behaviour of 80me swamp species. 

Cyperaceae ranged from well represented to under-represented~ 

5. 

Studies of modern pollen rain are only a step removed 

from those of fossil rain as (Pollen _&nalysis). 

Fossil pollen rains are best in nonoxidising 

environments such as lake silts and swamp peats. 

Analysis of a core taken from a site may show changes in 

the Pollen species composition of the rain and from this 

cha..Y1ges in the local and/or regional vegetat cover can be 

inferred" 

The only previous pollen analysis work known to the writer 
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Figure 18: A midden. t,~iddEn sites are very cornrr.on 

on ro.isei be:::.ches 2.rounc. the Ko.ikoura 

Peninsula. 
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for the Kaikoura area is that done by N.T. Moar (in Duck'l1anton, 

Samples 'IIere taken from the thin lagoonal peats in an 

attempt to determine the vegetation on the Peninsula at the time 

of 'lagoon formation. Pollen was scarce so no formal count vms 

possible. Moar, however, concluded that at the time of dep05i-

tion the Peninsula was forested with Mixed Beech-Podocarp Forest. 

-:, Nothofa2jus cranwellae pollen - a Tertiary species - was anomalous 

and was attributed to secondary deposition. 

Totara '/Iood ~~d macrofossils in lagoonal peats have also 

been used to determine the palaeo-environment. These dated at 

300 years B. P. Duckmanton attributed them to a Peninsula de-

vegetation caused by Maori" Settlement. 

The'paleobotany of the Seaward Kaikouras has been hardly 

studied and is the least studied area in the South Island·Ranges. 

Molloy, _____ a_l 19G3; pers. cown., reported surface logs, surface 

dimples and buried forest soils in the area. Wardle 1971, 

describ ed abundant charcoal deposits. If.olloy, pers. COl!llIl. believes 

the evidence suggests burning during the. Polynesian Period (500-1000 

B.P.). 

7. ARCHAEOLOGY (Figures 16,17,18) 

. The purpose of this section is to describe the Pre

European occupation and its environmental impact where k.rlO~~m in 

the Kaikoura area. 

Two phases of occupation have been described - the Moa hunter 

and the succeeding classic Maori Culture (Scarlett, 1958; Burrage, 

1967; Harrowfield, 1973;· Trotte~ 1976a, 197Gb). The ruling 
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view today sees the Moahunter as the precuser to the culture of 

the Maori but they are probably two cultures with extreme points 

on a cultural continium. 

Moa hunter material is widespread in the area. The 

Armer's Beach site - a small Moahunter Village provides an indica-

tion of the Moahunter economy. R. Scarlett. pers. comm., con-

eluded after examining midden material that the Moahunter des-

tructively exploited a rich food resource of birds, seals, tuatara 

and fish. Moas and other forest birds infer heavy Podocarp Mixed 

Hardwood Forest and the swamp birds suggest that this was fringed 

by small coastal lagoons. 

The Radiocarbon age of this site (860 B.P.) (M. Trotter, 

pers. comm.) probably underestimates the true age by 1-200 years 

(B. Molloy, pers. comm.). But the site is still within the 
·0 

period of 'Polynesi~~ Burning' of the vegetation (SOO-1000B.P.) 

(B. Molloy, pers. comm.). It is reasonable to suggest that the 

Moahunter deforested much of the area through fire. 

The destruction of the environment forced those people 

remaining to re-orientate themselves to fern root fathering and 

coastal shell fish collecting. 

About 400-S00 years ago groups of people bringing a new 

culture based on Kumara Cultivation began moving, in a series of 

waves,. from the North Island. The change over took several 

hundred years and involved as simulation rather than conquest of the 

old group. . A large cave at Vihaler's Bay excavated in 1967 and 

1968 (Burrage 1967; Duff 1968; Harrowfield 1973), revealed such a 

transitional culture (~~. Trotter J pers.· corum.). 
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Classic Maori sites are very common throughout the area. 

Those middens examined reveal a seabased economy_ (Harrowfield, 

1 973; Trotter . 1976a), revolving around pas and kaiangas. 

Pa sites are common on the Peninsula and these are 

characterised by earthworks and platform terracing, but are small 

and simple in construction. They were not the North island 

type fortified village. Possibly the pas were refuges, with the 

people mainly living in Kaiangas on the beach. (F~mison 1959; 

HarrolYfield,1973). Construction would have involved some environ-

mental disturbance. Duckmanton (1974), recorded several periods 

of close erosion reaching 300 B.P. , which have already been des

cribed. ' 'M. Trotter (pers. comm.) believes that the pas were 

used for over 200 years until Late Classic. 

The Pekata site examined in 1958 and 1976 shows again 

constructional forms, on very steep, slopes above the Kahutara 

River. The complex consists of a terraced village with pit 

houses and a refuse pa protected by a mound without pallisades 

and a di tch e The refuge pa is peculiar in that it appears to be 

a function of defence, yet, its defences are clearly inadequate, 

there is no tradition of warfare, and no periods of attack are known, 

except the last when the complex was sacked, (Trotter, 1976a, 1976b, 

Burrag e, 1 976) • 

Pits on nearby Seddon's Ridge were examined in the suremer 

of 1967-8 (Trotter, 1972; Harrowfield, 1973). From the artifacts 

receovered it was concluded that these were Late Classic, and may 

have been connected with Pukata (Burrage, 1976). The number of 

pits and the evidence of a variety of activities, including the use 

of fire, suggests the site may have been a village with a function 
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of food storage and early warning (Trotter, 1972). 

A village, with 4 Maori Burials, below Takahanga Pa was 

excavated by Trotter, (1974). The principal period of occupa

tion was 150-200 years ago during initial European contact. 

The area at the time of major European Settlement (1840-

1870), was almost depopulated, which is usually attributed to 

Te Rauparaha's invasion in 1827-8 (Sherrard, 1966). 



CRAFTER II 

1m~HODS P~D TECHNIQUES 

1. FIBLD TECHNIQUES 

The coastal lagoons were investigated by probing to 

determine th& depth of the deposits and the best site for a 

pollen core. 

The lake was investigated in a different manner. The 

lake deposit was not probed due to lack of suitable equipment. 

The core was taken from the least disturbed and most environ

mentally sensitive area - at the base of the hillslope. 

Coring was carried out with a Hiller corer which was 

borrowed from the D.S.I.R. Botany Division, Lincoln. It 

consists of a chamber, which DY turning a handle, can be opened 

and closed.at the required depth. 

After each 50 cm section was cut, it was Drought to the 

surface. It was examined for charcoal, roots, plant fragments, 

visiblesand content, amount of peat/organic material and strati-

graphic changes. 

notebook. 

This information was recorded in the field 

One c.m. thick sediment samples were taken from each section. 

Samples were placed in clean labellecl scre\'{ top phails. Near 

surface sections were proportionally more sampled in an effort to 

determine the base of the European introduced pollen. Where 



stratigraphic changes occurred in the section these were also 

closely samples. 

No Radiocarbon dates were takene The coastal lagoons 

have been adequately dated (Duckmanton, 1974). 

2. LABORATORY TECHNIQUES 

Pollen analysis of sediment cores was carried out using 

the standard techniques of chamical processing and counting. 

Samples were also burnt to determine the amount of organic carbon 

and carbonat e. 

(1) Pollen Preparation 

There are ~ number of methods of preparing sediment 

samples for Pollen analysis (Lennie, 1968). Concentration of 

pollen followed the standard chemical treatments (l~aegri and 

Iversen, 1964). Subsamples of about 1 c.c. of sediment were 

used and it was presumed that field 3arnples had not oxidised and 

were correctly identified. 

(a) Removal of mineral matter. Subsamples were placed in 

so ml plastic tubes containing cold 40% hydrofluoric acid and left 

to stand for 24-36 hours. This treatment was only applied to 

samples' containing significant silicates. 

(b) Alkali Treatment. Humic acids and entrapped pollen 

and spores were dispersed by hydrolysis with hot 10;1 sodium hydro-

xide for 5-10 minutes. Samples were then washed throt!gh a 100 

micron mesh sieve. The material which passed through the sieve 

was retained and treated with: 

. (c) ErdtlEan IS Acetolysiss This breaks down cellulose 
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SITE: ................................ . 

DEPTH: ••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

TllAVJ;H!i};S: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

DacrycarpuB 
Dl\crydi uo CLJprl!BDinuQ 

Liboc<druo 
PodoeRr-pUB ferrugineuB 
P. flpiclJtUB 
P. totar-a 

Nothofaguo fUBca 
. N. Encnzicsii 

Elacocarpu5 
Hoheria 
Plagianthus 
}ietl"o.sideroB 
I:ugenia 
Weinmllnnia 

Pinus 
AGcarina 
Compositlle - Tub. 
C(JD:lpo~itae - Lig. 

COpl"05 C a 
Corariaceae 
Plantllgo 
Chenopodia.csae 
Rucex 
Dr-acophyllun 
IrtYl"sine 
Phyllocladub 
Dacryai um bidwUlii 
Leptospermum 

Gramineae 

Onibelli ferae 

CalorophuB 

Cyperllc.Il. 

lie 5ti OJlne eae 

Typha 
HyriophylluCl 

Cyathcll 
Dick~o~ia 
Lycopodiu", 
Ptel"idium 
Qleichcuia 
¥.onQ2.~ tc 

Figure 20: Pollen counting sheet. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 

.40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

I 
60 

sn'!:: ••••••••••••• , ••••••••••• 

DU'TH: ••••••••••••••••• , ••••••• 

NAHE ABBHLV COUNT 110. 
D.!lcrycarpu!5 DACP b1 
Dacrydium cuprcGsinum D.CU 62 

63 
64 

Libocel~drU5 LIBO 65 
Pod~carpu5 ferrugineuB p.n:: 66 
P. 6picatuB P.sP 67 
P. totara P.TO 68 

69 
70 

!(otbofagua fU6ca II.YU 71 
II. tlen:t.icsii 1I.IlE 72 

73 
74 
75 

El ue ocarpu 6 ELAE 76 
77 

Hoheria HOllE 78 
PlagillnthuB PLAG 79 

80 
HetrooideroB METR 81 
i::ugenia EUG 82 

83 
't'einl!lD.onia 'IIEIII 84 

85 
86 

PiD.ua PINE 87 
88 
89 
90 

A6carina ASCA 91 
Co:r.positae Tub. C.TB 92 
Coc:.poBi tae Lig. C.LG 93 

94 
Cotula COTU 95 

96 
Coprosma COPR 97 

98 
Corariaceae CRAR 99 
Plantago PLAII 100 
Plantago lanceolala P.LN 101 

102 
" Chcnopodiaceae CliEN 103 
Rumex RUt''x 104 
Rucex ncetosel1a R.AC 105 

106 
Dracophyllurn DHFH 107 

108 
Hyr 5 ine IlYRS 109 
PhyllocladuB PHYL 110 

111 
DDcrydium bid~ill1i D.BD 112 

113 
Leptospermulll LEPT 11~ 

115 
116 
117 
',18 

I 

I 
~19 
120 

)lAI'.F. 
GrBll'liueo.o 

Cer-cnlia 

Umboll1 forlle 
Hydr-ocotyle 

CalorophuD 

Cyper-ncellte 

ReBtionQcene 

Typha. 
H~r1ophyllulJ 

PotSElog,",,'::on 
Trigloc!::"n 
Ruppin 

A>."lla 

Cyalhen 
Dicksonia 

Floridi urn 
Selaginella 
Lycopodium 

Gleichania 
AspleniulIl 
Blechnum 
Hymenophylluw 

Bolr-YDCOCCUfJ 
PcdiDEitr-UIIl 
ScenedeS[[lUB 

Hyatrichoopheree 

Figure 20: Pollen count inC; sheet. 
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and relatetl compotmdse The samples were treated with boiling 

acetolysis fluid (9 parts acetic anhydride to 1 part of concen-

trated sulphuric acid) for 1-2 minutes. Samples were then 

observed unQer the microscope. Those containing low pollen 

concentrations were treated with step (d), otherwise they were 

mounted. 

(2) 1.r ounting 

The simplest method of mounting was in glycerine jelly. 

It, however, has a major disadvantage, in that grains are frozen 

in one plane with the tlistinctive features often being obscured. 

Counting and itlentification was thus difficult. 

The majority 01' sli.des wero mounted in silicone oil (2000 

centistokes). The procedure involves dehydration thr-ough 95% 

ethanol ~ absolute ethanol (twice), r;JY,/o ethanol, 50;& tertiary 

butanol, and tertiary butanol (twice). 

(3) Pollen counting, identification and computer analysis 

Pollen grain were counted and identified with a light 

microscope with a mechanical stage. As a rule samples were 

counted until 400 grains or to a number determined by statistical 

graphing. The identii'ied grains were then recorded on a pollen 

countwg sheet, (Figure 20). The data was then transferred to 

data cards and these were processed with computer programs deve-

loped by Dod~on (1972). These did the necessary calculations to 

draw up pollen diagraL'ls for analysis and interpretation .. 

Statistical graphing (Figure 19) involves graphing new pollen 

types against pollen numbers counted. When the curve flattens, 



the statistical prooaoility of finding a new pollen type is low 

and the counted grains are considered to oe representative of the 

fossil spectra (J. Dodson, pers. commo). 

Charcoal pieces were also counted. The ratio of charcoal 

to pollen gives a measure of the frequency of charcoal. High 

values ao ove • 3000 indicate low charcoal frequencies while values 

below that indicate the opposite. 

Organic and caroonate content 
H 

These were determined as follows. Subsamples were dried 

at 10SoC and then were ignited; at 600
0
C to ourn off the organic 

matter, and at 1000
0
C to ourn the carbonate (CaC0

3
). The 

difference between the dry. weight and ash weight multiplied by 100 

is the pe~centage organic and percentage caroonate. Organic 

caroon was determined oy a weighing after th€ ignition at 600°C. 
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Core Sites 

f 

2 ;'5 4 6 . 
Sc.ole 

Figure 21: The core sites. 
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Figure 23: P2norama of Lake Rotoiti. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

1. THE COP~ SITES 

(1 ) Lake Rotoiti 

The location of Lake Rotoiti is shown in Figure 21. 

Lake Rotoiti is a shalla'll lake with a maximum depth of 

2 metres in the centre. It is roughly' qUE:.drilateral in shape 

and 2.9 ha in area. Water flow is largely from seepage and 

run off from the surrounding hillslopes. Outflow is by seepage. 

Water levels ref'lect the seasonal interaction hetween inflow and 

outf'low and thus during dry summers can obtain a very low level 

(V.M. Stout, pers .. comm.). 

Hills surround the lake on three sides, and reach 186m 

in the S.S.W. (Figures 21-22). 

The lake is of recent origin (Chandra, 1968) and appears 

to be infilling fast (V.M. Stout, pers. comm.). Chandra (1968) 

considered. the lake vias f'orlLed by the Kowhai Fan blocking off' 

a tributary river valley. Brovm and Taylor (1974) have noted 

that the Kowhai has not been in its present position for very 

long - perhaps since the Mid-late Holocene. 

What the pre-European vegetation wa.s is unlrnown. However, 

Holloway (1959) has suggested that it was probably Podocarp-mixed 

hardwood. 
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At present the vegetation can be divided into the folloVT

ing formations. Leotosp8rmum scrubland, ~ scrubland, intro

duced grassland and swamp. (Figure 22). 

Leptos.:eerrnum erico:i.dies (Kanuka) scrubland - low forest 

clothes the lower slopes of the hills. On the west slope the 

height of the Kanukas were sufficient to classify it as low 

forest. The forest floor was very open, with few herb or grass 

species. Occassional clumps of Polystrichum vestitum were noted 

however. Litter was the predominant material on the floor. 

The divaricating small shrub (HLUnenanthem crassifolia) was fairly 

common. 

PseudoDilllax crassifolium e~d sickly Sucalyptus poles had 

a limited distributibn~ Apart from that there was no scrub layer. 

Nor was there any evidence of regeneration (Figures 21 and 22). 

On the north and south slopes, L. ericoides existed. as a 

scrub land formation. L. scopariuro individuals were generally 

fairly common and on the south slope had a frequency of about 20;:t 

The formation was much denser than the low forest. Introduced 

grasses were predominant. 

bracken fern was common. 

In less stock accessable areas, 

The odd gorse bush was present. 

supplejack individual, Ripogonium scandens was fOtLl1d. 

A 

On the northside 5 mature Pinus radiata and a Eucalyptus 

individual were growing through the Leptospermum scrub. Behind 

the 1:. forest, on the divide seperating Lake Rotoiti from L.Rotorua 

there was a .clump of overmature ;P. radiata. 

The area of swamp varied around the lake. The largest area 

was found at the west end. Typha augustifolia (raupo) clumps were 

confined to standing water mainly along the south-west and south 

shores. Pbormium tenClx dominated. the illdefined lake margin, 
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FiGure 24: Tbe 89.sterly cor!1cr of :'o.l·:c ~otoiti. Typha 

colonies stand in ~he sh~llcw lake. In the 

backcround is T. c ~'tc~:,cr:::'.l!:". ericcidic~ scrub 

FiGure 25: F'hc!·,::j u.:"! ter~.:!~·: clcl'linatGi s\'; ::~r on thQ North 

side of Lake Rotoiti. In the i~~cdinte fore-

crot:.nu are Cypcracei:!.C srccias and clillips of 



7(, - . 

FiGure 2G: ~'ypic;tl s·\·.-C.i~~p florce uor.-: i na tea. by r-c.!"cx s8cta 

beneath s,:~. ::. ~: brcb./'lonicio. forest 2.bout 10m 

on Sh01'8 frGfr. the core site, L2-ke J.otoiti. 

FiGure 27: Vccetu~ion ar~unJ t~c core sit e , Lnko Rotoiti. 

in 1.::0 ccrtr'c. 
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except for the S.W. and east areas. Here the principal component 

were introduced willows (Selix babylonica predominately S. fragilis), 

Carex secta (Niggerhead) and Juncus sp. The C yperaceae grew on 

pedestals indicating the fluctuating water levels. The cabbage 

- tree (Cordyline australis} was found on the swamp margin. (Figures 

23 and 24.) • 

. The higher slopes of the hills were covered with introduced 

grasses. The whole area was open to stock ana. except for the very 

swampy area on the S. IV. and south shores, the vegetation was highly 

disturbed. 

A large area of Ulex-Rubus scrubland had recently been cleared 

by chemicals on the north side. 

The plankton or microvegetation hE'.s been studied by V.M.Stout 

(pers. comm.). Pediastrum algae are very corr~on. 

The vegetation at the core site consisted of swamp flora 

iying beneath Salix forest. (Figures 25 and 26). 

The swamp vegetation was dominated by Carex secta. 

Paspalum grass was abundant. Isolated Phormium tenax clumps and 

Corayline australis trees occurred. As a rule associated herb 

species were commonest in the drier parts. These included grasses • 

.Ranunuclus spp. and pteridium esculentU!l! (bracken). Standing water 

in the more swampy parts was covered with Azolla and IJemna matts. 

Scrubs like Hawthorn (Q,roetegis monogyna) and juvenile Leptosperrr.um 

ericoidies were found on the swamp margin. !~Tha clu~ps occupied 

deeper stands of water off the illdefined shore. 

The bush margin was dominated by 1. ericoidies - , bracken 

Ranunculus· sppo, Sem}cio sp., Rumex sp., and Stellearia sp. formed the 
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ground tier. 

The Salix trees seemed concentrated in a belt along the 

swamp-lake interfaced The writer does not know of the origin 

of these trees or how they have affected the swamp flora and 

succession. The swamp flora is probably the least disturbed by 

sheep and cattle. 

The sediment core was taken at the lake - swamp interface 

(Figure 27). 

The lake is largely in the Kahutara Hill soil zone. 

These soils are heavy, old slow draining, and derived from the 

parent greywacke bedrock. Occasional shallow slips occur, but 

the exposed substratum is easily eroded. On the alluvial fan 

dam are the V,'aimangarara recent fine textured loams (G-ibb and 

Raeside, 1953). 

Substantial areas of algae lake peats occur in the swampy· 

parts. On the lake bottom is a thick organic mud. A sizeable 

proportion of the lake and swamp deposits is loess (V.M. Stout, 

pel's. comm.) 

(2) The Coastal Lagoon sites 

(a) W~irepo Lagoon 

Yrairepo Lagoon is shown in Figure 21 and 30. Wairepo 

Lagoon is a re~ant of a formerly extensive shore platform lagoons 

system formed behind gravel barriers (Duckillanton, 1 97~). 

The lagoon lies in a semi-circular shape between a barrier 

beach and the Lighthouse Road. It is composed of a bottom layer 

of fresh water lagoonal peats, covered with lenses of wind blown 

and marine deposited sands.Underlying the lagoonal peat is the 

mudstone shore platform. Towards the road, hillslope deposits cover 
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the peate 

The beach barrier fronts the small lagoon, and is composed 

of Limestone gravels mixed with sand. It rests unconformably on 

the lagoonal peat which is exposed as a step on the seaward face. 

The peculiar stratigraphic position of the barrier is attri-

buted to the present period of coasta~ erosion. A reduced material 

supply has enabled storm waves to overtop and erode the barrier to 

drive it back over the peat. 

The origin of the barrier, peat deposits and subsequent 

history is described elsewhere. 

The road probably rtms along a raised beach deposits. 

Steep hill slopes rise behind the road to a terrace. 

An active beach exists in front of the barrier. It 

stretches from Armer's Beach to the Lighthouse Reef Carpark. 

The vegetation is shown in Figures 28 and 29. 

The hills surrotmding are covered with pasture grasses, 

with some thistles an~ herbs. 

The Lagoon is almost completely covered with a filamentous 

green algae. In deeper water, however, Enteramopha algae predominate: 

On the beach barrier the main cover is Cotula coronopifolia, 

and C. s9ualidia~ These are small salt plants and tend to be found 

in large colonies or banks (Figure 31). Also present in large 

numbers are Apium australe (New Zealand parsley) and grass species. 

Rwnex acetosella;Chenopodiup} Spa (Hen and Chicken), Mirnulius repent; 

(a salt plant) and Suaeda nova ?ealandia~ are locally abundant. 

Isolated Ranunculus sp., Plantago lancealota and Senecio lautus 

individuals occur. 

On.the road side of the lagoon the vegetation is zoned. 
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(There are patches of Cotula soualidia, however). From the 

lagoon, there is a zone ~O-1.2m wide) of Scirpus sp. which is 

backed by Rumex sp. (O-1.2m wide). The final zone consists of a 
. -

range of plants including introduced grasses and herbs~ Trifolium 

sp., 1,~edicaf:0 sp·p., some 3e11ie1'a radicans and patches of Triglochin 

striata. 

At the south-west end of the lagoon, there is a patch of 

grasses and sedges. The predominant sedge is JunCllS pallidus. 

Triglochin striata occurs in small numbers. Excepting 3e11ier8. 

radicans, the limestone barrier flora is the same as that previously 

described. 

On the whole the vegetation is highly modified. Figures 

28 and 29 show the seasonal nature of the vegetation. 

Two dates have been taken from the bottom peat layer. 

N.Z. 192tcgave a date of 390:60 B.P. v,hilst N.Z. 3154C 

a date of 210~6oB.P. (Duckmanton, 1974).' 

The soils of the Peninsula - Jordan and Medina - are unstable 

when de vegetated and are then subject to debris flow and shed 

erosion (Gibbs and Raeside, 1953). In addition, hillslopes are 

very steep. The hillslope deposits are derived from erosion 

(Duckmanton, 1974). 

(b) Mudstone Bay Swa!.9?, 

Mudstone Bay is shol'm in Figure 21. The core location is 

shown in Figure 32. The swamp is also a remnant of the former 

coastal lagoon system. Here, however, coastal erosion has removed 

most of the backshore deposits. There is no barrier beach. A 

fossil raised beach, covered by hillslope material abuts against 
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the steep hill slopes in the bayhead (nuckmanton, 1974). 

The stratigraphy is as foliows. A thL~, usually single, 

layer of lagoonal peat, rests on the mudstone shore platform. 

This is overlain by a layer of hillslope deposit. Towards. the 

raised beaehes~ a layer of Limestone pebbles and cobbles may be 

found (nuckmanton, 1974). 

Slope deposits have sufficiently weathered to allow soil 

formation. An elluviated layer beneath indicates leaching. 

Soils near the hillslopes typically contains more limestone frag-

ments and pea gravels than those elsewhere. 

by raw slope deposit (nuckmanton, 1974). 

These are underlain 

Paleo soils, with the eluviated layer, between a thin 

layer of peat can be distinguished in some profiles. These 

indicate periods of stability seperated by unstable periods. 

Four-Five such periods can be so inferred (Duckmanton, 1974). 

Two radiocarbon dates have been taken from. the deposit. 

Podocarpus totara fragments from the bottom peat layer date at 

25Cl~90 (N.Z. 1927C~ Chione stutchbur;Y'i. shells from the top of 

the hill deposit date at 300~50 BuP. (N. Z. 1 92e.B) (Duckmanton, 1974). 

The results are discussed in detail by Duckrnanton, (1974), and will 

not be discussed here, except to say that the P.totara fragments 

are considered to be reworked from hillslope deposits. Similarity 

of the' dates show that. deposition was rapid over a small ti.lle period. 

The steep hillsides and much of the coastal flat are covered 

largely y{ith exotic grasses and to a lesser extent by: thistles. 

Oeeas sional low tussocks and Phormium colensoi - occur. To the 

north a rather siekly Pinus plantation occupies the site of a 

former V,'haling Station. 



Pigure 33: l.:udstone B.2Y. The s'::<lr.1F is in the im!f.edia te 

fo.:"C[;rowd. The line of diseased Pinus 

r2~iTt:->. occull.Y the site of t!:e for;r.er "South 

Be.y" r.-!" . .::.linS s -to. t ion. 

vece t :-, t ion dies h :; ct o.nd the s·;:,:lTr.:·· is flooded 

by i';aVGS. 
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In t~:e ir.~-:;8d.inte fore-

hiJ~si~cs ~r: clothed in introd ~ced ~r2sses 

In the fc-.Y' ric1;t-bs.ni corner s;)r.:e 

10';,- tussock ;; ,'..:cie3 c.::! be seen. 
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Cyperaceae (sedges) largely' dominate the rectangular 

swampy area. The main sedge species is Sciryus sp. This 

continues to the coastal margin at the swamp. In the cent:r-e 

another sedge Schoenus sp., predominates with introd~lced grasses 

and weeds. At the time of coring - De8ember 1975 - both sedges 

were flowering heavily. (Figure 35) 

The swamp is fed by a small empheral creek (Chanclra~ 

1968) ~ which flows from the terrace above dovm a steep gully 

to disappear into the S'lramp.. In winter the sedges die back and 

the swamp becomes a lagoon. (Figures 33 and 34) 
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2g POLLEN P.NALYSES ft.ND SVUJ,r,p HISTORY 

The core strat , pollen diagram, percentage 

o:t'ganic and charcogJ.l frequency are shmm in Figure 36. 

The stratigraphy recorded in the field was as follows: 

o - 15 cm water overlying deposit; 

18 - 17 em fluid mixture of mud and water; 

18 - 33 em grey-brovm organic lake mud ''I'ith frequent 

rootlets inoluding wood flakes; 

33 IJ) em transition; 

4D 85 em grey organic lake mud with fine rootlets' 

to 55 ems; 

85 135 cm brown c lake mud with occasional rootlets; 

135 - 1lt-3 em transition; 

1h3 - 200 em light-grey clay_ 

There were transition zones except between the grey peat 

and brown peat wh,ere the boundary was sharp .. 

The sediments· become more consolidated with depth. 

The percentage organic matter curve, (Figure 36), shows an 

OVerall decrease with depth and a correlation with sediment type; 

i ee., the Clay part of the core had much lower organic matter 

pet-centages than did the organic mud fraction. The latter showed 

no Organic matter change except near the surface where there was a 

3ub8tantiai increase. 

Charcoal ratio, (Figure 36), shows that generally high 

values for charcoal are common throughout the core, four trends 

COuld be delineated as follows: 
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15 - 35 cms variable charcoal counts; 

35 - 85 cms consistently high values; 

85 - 127 cms low counts; 

127 - 190 cms variable counts. 

Fire was thus a constant feature of the environment. 

The pollen counts were calculated as relative percentage 

frequencies of a pollen sum of total terrestrial pollen and spores, 

excluding Pteridium, Graminea.e, Cyperaceae and TyPha. The 

pollen diagram is divided into four zones on the basis of relative 

changes ,in the pollen curves. 

Zone 1, (103-190 ems) was dominated by Leptospermum pollen. 

Tree pollen was also an important component. Coprosma and 

Gramineaepollen and fern spores were recorded in trace amounts. 

The base'of this unit was not recorded. 

, Podocarpaceae pollen (Dacrydium cupressinum and Podocaq:;us 

spp.) predominated in Zone 2, (85-103 clJ!s). Leptospermum and 

pteridium aquilinurn spores were also common. Pediastrum micro

fossils occurred in this period albeit in three periods of low 

frequencies. 

The lower boundary of Zone 3 was dravm at 85 cms, at which 

level the Podocarpaceae curves fell and the pteridium aouilinurn 

curves rose to levels of 26~~ of the pollen sum. Nothofagus 

solandri pollen remained at relatively high levels. Shrub pollen 

fell after an initial peak in the Coprosma curve. Gramineae 

became more frequent WDilst .Cyathea and Monolete fern spores were 

recorded in low amounts. 

Zone l~ (15-4-3 ems), was distinguished by the presence of 

European pollen (e.g., Pinus and Plantapo lanceolata). The base 
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of this unit was drawn at 4-3 cms. Gramineae was the dominant pollen 

type though initially the Pteridium aquilinum curve dominated. 

Tree pollen, excepting Nothofagussolandri, fell to low frequen-

cies. Shrub species were similarly inconsistent. Coprosma 

followed the Podocarpaceae curve, whilst Leptospermum became 

more frequent. l!'ern pollen showed a similar trend to decline. 

Cyathea spores became uncownon except for a slight increase near 

the surface. 

The four fire trends, previously delineated, correlate 

with the fossil vegetation formations. The fernland appeared, 

by the consistently very high charcoal counts, to be regularly 

fired. Fires were more irregular in the grassland and Leptos~er

~ scrubland periods and ~ the Podocarp - mixed hardwood phase 

fires were insignificant. 

The terrestrial vegetation near Lake Rotoiti, as defined 

in the zones above, shows an initial vegetation of LeptosDer~urn 

shrubland, which was probably similar to the Kanuka shrubland 

present in the iF~ediate area today. The low frequencies of 

Copros~a, Dodonaea viscosa and Gramineae, possibly represent 

pollen transported ,to the site. The values'for Cyperaceae 

pollen in this zone could be due either to terrestrial or aquatic 

species. The Leptospermum scrubland (Zone 1), covered half of 

the core .. 

This was followed by Podocarp - mixed hardwood forest, 

(Zone 2)" The main components of which were Dacry:clium cuppress,-

inium and Podocarpus spp., probably 1:. totara, P. halli and 

P. spicatus. 

Leptospermum shrub formation and Podocarp - mixed hardwood 
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was still relatively common. 

A rich Pteridium fernland with Gramineae species and 

associated herbs, e.g., Umbelliferae and Pratia replaced the 

forest. The Leptospermum formation becam.e less important whilst 

£~Erosma scrubland became relatively important. 

indicated a new scrub formation. 

Perhaps this 

Grassland, (Zone ~), probably containing introduced European 

species or a modified lowland tussock formation followed the fern-

land. The amount of associated herb pollen declined, indicating 

a species poor community. Leptos..EermUJ1l scrub grew in the vicinity 

of Lake Rotoiti, perhaps in semi-isolated stands. Conditions near 

the present day had allowed the ~tospel'mum scrub to become more 

predominan t. 

Nothofagus pollen are present throughout the vegetation 

history. This is probably derived by wind transport from sizable 

mixed Nothofagus solandri var. cliffortoidies and Nothofagus 

solandri var. solandri forests on the mountains. Scarcely any 

change in size had occurred, though there had been a reduction in 

the grassland phase. 

The presence of Nothofagus menziesii type pollen is interest

ing since this species is absent in the extant flora (Wardle, 1971). 

This could bo due to erosion of old peat deposits and subsequent 

redeposition or extinction. The lack of other amomolous pollens 

and the cotisistent pollen trends suggests the latter is correct. 

Similarly wind transport of pollen from the mountains can explain 

the presence of several subalpine types, like Phyllocladus alpinus 

and Dracophyllum pollen. These types occur in the subalpine scrub 

formation of today which implies that this formation has also existed 
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in the past., 

The presence of Podocarpaceae pollen in the Leptospermum 

scrubland (Zone 3), pteridium fernland;: (Zone 3), and grassland 

period, (Zone 4), is difficult to interpret. The generally 

10Vi values of Dacrydium .cupressinum suggest wind transport either 

from individuals in the area or from forest further afield. 

f£doc~rpus pollen is also susceptible to wind transport (Dodson, 

1976) • The fact that they show a common history both declining 

into the Pteridi~~ and grassland phases to an almost insignificant 

level implies a local origin. However, the distance of the 

pollen sources from Lake Rotoiti is an open question. 

The low values of Dacr,xcarpus confined largely to the 

podocarp forest and LeEtospermQm scrubland periods (Zones 3 and 4) , 

is similarly difficult to interpret. Kahikatea pollen is believed 

not to preserve well (Harris and Filmer, in Maar 1971). However, 

it is not known by what factor they are under represented. No 

modern pollen rain studies have determined their susceptibility 

to, wind transport. 

The pollen from the swamp plants (e.g o , Typha augustifolia 

and Cyperaceae species) increased in the top half of the core (from 

above 85 ems), to almost completely mask the other spectra. 

Typha augustifolia pollen is clearly more frequent than Cyperaceae. 

The submerged aquatic taxa, M,xriophyllllIl! and Potamogeton were re

corded in trace amounts with Potamogeton more frequent below 103 cms. 

Pedj_astrum algae remains were found between 68 and 143 cms. These 

changes probably reflect silting of the small lake. Infilling has 

beel1 by the decay of the aquatic plants' surrotL'1liing veg(3tation, and 

plankton such as 'pediastrum with the possible introduction of loess, 
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according to the nature of the sediments. The massive increase 

of swamp plants above 85 cms sug-gests that the core site has 

changed from an open water situation to a swamp environment with 

those species growing directly OVer the site. The general rise 

in the organic content relates to the increased productivity of 

the increasing swamp community. 

- The clay material below 143 cm is suggested to be a slope 

deposit which entered the small lake. This would indicate local 

hillslope instability possibly caused by fire. 

The fine organic nature of much of the deposit iniicates 

that plankton decay probably contributed the bulk of the sedi-

mentation. The lack of plankton remains recorded - except for 

some Pediastru.'Il is due to the chemical techniques of pollen pre

paration. 

(2) Coastal Lagoon Sites 

(a) Wairepo Lagoon 

The core stratigraphy, pollen diagram, percentage of 

organic and carbonate content, and charcoal frequency are shown 

in Figure 37. 

The stratigraphy recorded in the field was as follows: 

o - 2 cm watery mud containing roots; 

2 - 4 cm greyish-black mud; 

4 - 5 cm transition; 

5 - 23 cm brown peat with roots; seeds were recorded 

10-12 cms, and decomposed plant remains at 

20-22 cms. 

23 - 38 cm grey peat with brownish streaks 

38 - 42 cm transition 

42cm bedrock 

at 
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Macrofossils f01.ll1d were seeds at 10-12 cms, and decomposed 

plant remains at 20-22 cms. 

of the core to 10-12 cms. 

Roots were common in the upper part 

Figure 29 shows that the depth 'of the deposit is greatest near 

.the beach barrier. 

The percentage organic matter shows a decrease with depth 

(Figure 37). Highest values are recorded at the surface and 

lowest values at the base of the core, below 38 cms. 

Four trends of the percentage organic matter can be seen 

with maximums at the surface J 7, 13 and 30 cms. A very low 

percentage (G;~) is recorded in the top of the profile and this 

comes close to the minimum percentages at 40 cms (~). 

The percentage carbonate curve follows closely the percentage 

organic matter, almost to the same value per horizon. There is 

an overall trend to decrease with depth. However, significant 

fluctuations in the percentage occur and these correspond with 

those of percentage carbonate. 

High values through the profile are recorded for charcoal. 

Two trends can be distinguished as follcws: 

o - 12 cms variable counts 

18 - 42 cms rather variable J but consistently high 

Fire here also has been an important environmental factor. 

The pollen sum was calculated in the same manner to Lake 

Rotoiti, except that all terrestrial and swrunp pollen was included 

in the pollen sum. 

One pollen zone was discernable :in the pollen diagram. 

Pteridium spores J Monolete spores and Gramineae pollen predominate 

throughout. (The Monolete spores were believed to be Monolete fern 
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and moss spores, (,J. Dodson,' pers. conun.) but as their spores 

cannot be distinguished between their relative frequencies were 

indeterminable.) 

The base of this, unit i3 not distinguished on the pollen 

diagram. PteridiuID aquilinum is the main spore. However, at 

the surface it is almost co-dominant with Monolete spores. 

Gramineae is present in fairly low levels, but sho'/ls a trend to 

increase above 5 ems. 

existant. 

Shrub and' tree pollen Viere virtually non 

European pollen identified included Pinus and Plantago 

laneeolata and are present above 10-12 ems .. , 

Cyperaceae dominates the local spectra rising to a peak 

at 10 C/l:S then falling to 'the surface. Tuha augustifolia pollen 

and Liliac'eae pollen were recorded in low fre quencies with Tuha 

B;ue;ustifoliB; being confined below 25 cms. 

Tho pollen diagre~ suggests that the terrestrial vegetation 

has remained a ?teriaium aquilinum dominated grassland. Monolete 

1'ern species and (Monolete) mOSses were probably confined to the 

damp ground layer, with the occasional IJ2r copoclium spp. and Adiantum 

spp. ferns. 

The relative fre~uencies of the two main components have 

remained fairly static, though individual species have fluctuated 

indicating slight changes in the local flora. Gramineae, for 

instance, was a relatively important part of the vegetation between 

10-22 cms, and at the surface. In the interval, however, it 

became a minor part of the flora. Monoletc fern sFecies have 

similarly varied slightly. The vegetation then, was static. 

Tree and shrub speqies had a very minor part in the floraa 
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Possibly there were small stands of Podocarp - Mixed Hardwood 

near Wairepo Lagoon. However, the low frequencies suggest it 

was wind blown possibly from the mountains. Similarly Notl:ofagus 

menziesii} B. Solandri~ Ph,ylloclaclus h':ichoIDrtnoides) P. glaucH!". 

pollen and Cyathea spores were probably blown in. 

European plants, including pjnus and Plantago lanceolata 

were relatively comlJlon above 10-12 cms, and correlated with the 

period of irregular firings of the vegetation. 

The swamp flora around the lagoon has consisted of predom-

inately Cyperaceae species. Typha augustifolia was absent except 

for below 25 cms. This may suggest the silting or increased 

saltiness caused by waves breaking over the eroding barrier beach, 

the more probable caUSe which tipped the balance away from TyPha. 

The sediments are indicative of silting in a shallow lagoon 

so that the materials are more fribrous than those at Lake Rotoiti. 

The differing types of peats reflect the increasing productivity 

of the vegetation, rather than falls in inputs of inorganic matter 

from the steep slopes behind. Because of that no suggestion can 

be made on whether the hillslope stability has changed. 

The productivity of the swamp bears a close relation with 

the amount of carbonate matter, suggesting they are linked. The 

connection is possibly a carbonate producing algae like ~nteromorpha 

sp. (Dodson, 1975), or redeposited ma~ine carbonates. 

(b)!~dstone Bay 

The core stratigraphy, pollen diagram, percentage organic 

and carbonate and charcoal frequency are shovm in Figure 38. 

The core stratigraphy was as follows: 

o J{i) cw. brown peat 

40 cm bedrock 
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The stratigraphy was thus simple and different from that 

of Wairepo Lagoon. Charcoal was common in the lower part of the 

profile and at 21 cms a piece of charcoal 1 cm long was found. 

Rootlets along with small seeds were frequent in the top part of 

the core. 

The graph of the percentage organic matter shows, (Figure 

38), a trend to an increase with depth to 18-20 cms. Thereafter 

the relatior.ship is reversed. Variations between levels occur 

and are greatest in the bottom part of the core. 

The curve for percentage carbonate is almost identical to 

that of percentage organic matter. Similar violent fluctuations 

are recorded. 

Values for charcoal are consistently high through the 

profile, out fall near the surface. No zones Were distinguished. 

Like Wairepo Lagoon very little cI'.a.l1ge was recorded in the 

Pollen Diagram based on a pollen swn of terrestrial and s',vamp pollen. 

Spores of pteridium aquilinum, Monolete ferns and mosses, and 

Gramineae pollen predominate throughout. ~The frequency of the 
".-

com:ponents varies, with the Gramineae.pqllen curve rising and the 

spore val:ues decreasing to the bottom of the Pollen diagram (however, 

fern spores were always dominant). The spores were dominated by 

Pteridium aquilim:m at the surface whilst Monolete spores were 

dominant below 20 CII!S. 

Shrub pOllen is absent, while a trac·e of DacrydiuJJl 

cupressinum and Podocarpus spicatus pollen are fairly common in 

the core above 20-22 cms. 

Local flora is represented by Cyperaceae pollen only. The 

frequency of which increases slightly towards the surface. 
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The terrestrial vegetation recorded here throughout the 

pollen diagram is almost identical to the fern dominated grassland 

formation described from the Vvairepo Lagoon core except that the 

Grainineae and herb component was larger and increased more near 

the surface. It is suggested that pteridium fern was predominant 

throughout, in spite of the pre'dominance of "Jv:onolete ferns and 

m08ses lf between 20 and 30 cms, on the basis of a close similarity 

of the ]v:udstone Bay pollen diagram with that from Vr'airepo Lagoon. 

Mosses then could have been relatively more frequent in the Mudstone 

Bay flora than at Viairepo Lagoon. 

The swamp flora was dominated throughout by Cyperaceae 

species. The lack of change throughout the sediment core 

reaffirms the relatively stable vegetation. The more ~ibrous 

nature of the peat compared to Lake Rotoiti suggests it formed 

under different 'conditions of shallow water. The presence of 

liverworts tends to confirm this. 

The prqductivity of the swamp increased until above 18 cm, 

and. closely related to the amount of carbonate matter. This can 

be attributed to the carbonate produOing algae or inwashed carbon-

ate as described before but inorganic inflow, possibly slope wash 

from the steep slopes behind the lagoon cou1d only be significant 

above 18 cm. 
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CHAPrER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

The length of time represented by the Wairepo organic 

sediments is 400 years, this being determined by a 14C date (N.Z. 

1926c) at the interface of the peat and bedrock (Duckmanton, 1974). 

The Mudstone Bay backshore deposits were assumed to have a 

similar maximum. age by Duckmanton because the stratigraphy was 

similar and also the geographical proximity of the two sites. 

European pollen in the spectra is considered to represent 

white settlement and its first appearance can be dated absolutely 

between 1850 and 1870, A.D. - (the major period of early settlement). 
, 

Until 14C dates are taken the age of the Lake Rotoiti core 

will not be known. The bottom material i~ the ccire, however, is 

possibly thousands of years old. The avera.ge lifespan of Podo-

carp species (Masters et al, 1957), indicates that the Podocarp -

mixed hardwood phase spans at least 1000 years. 

The grassland or EU!0pean phase can be dated absolutely to 

within 20 or 50 years, as described above. 

The three cores can be used to give an account of the 

regional vegetation changes in the Kaikoura area. 

The Lake Rotoiti vegetation changes probably cover many 

thousands of years. The writer considers they are representative 

of vegetation changes on the Kahutara Hills on the basis of local 
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atmospheric turbulence noted by V. stout (pers. comm.). It is 

noVi not considered that a pollen diagram can be extrapolated 

beyond the immediate vicinity 811d area of the core site ~ with 

the exception here, that the Nothofagus element is possibly 

regional. (See references for long dist8l1ce tr8l1sport) 

The presence of cearcoal throughout the vegetation phases 

suggests that fire and not plant succession, or climatic ceange 

may be responsible for the changes before the European arrived. 

Such a suggestion has been mooted by B. Molloy (pers. comm.). 

It is significant that the frequency of fire was very lovr during 

the forested phase 8l1d increased in the fernland period. 

It is impossible to determine the cause of these fires. 

Polynesi8l1 man has been present in the area for at least 800 years, 

(I,:. Trotter, pers. conun.), and probably 1000 years (B. Molloy, 

pers. comm.), and the J\\aori (especially the Moa hWlter) were 

believed to be environmentally destructive. However, natural 

fires caused by lightening probably explain the bulk of the 

charcoal. Vr'hy fires declined in the fore?}ed phase from the 

rather variable frequency in the ~eptospermum scrubland phase is 

not known. B. Molloy (pers. comm.) has recorded similar fire 

periods in the past elsewhere which seem to relate to the onset 

of a cold period, but it is not lillovm why this should be so. 

No other similar vegetation histories are known, especially 

with Leptospermum scrubland preceeding the forest phase, although 

various aspects of the vegetation history may have been recorded 

elsewhere. 

The Podocarp - mixed hardwood phase followed by deforest

ation and grassland has been recorded in the Canterbury lowlands 
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(Moar 1971). The regional chronology developed there is that 

Podocarp - mixed hardwood forest persisted in remnmlts through 

the Otiran Glaciationo Known remnants were at Timaru and Lake 

Ellsmere. A Podocarp dominance for Timaru Downs is continuous 

from 10,000 B. P. to 600 B.P. when deforestation occurred (JlloeX', 

1 971 ) • What happened elsewhere in Canterbury over that time 

period is uncertain.. Near Christchurch several periods of des

truction of the forest and Kenuka scrubland are known (Cox and 

Mead, 1963). In the area around Pyramid Valley the Podocarp -

mixed hardwood forest was being replaced by Nothofagu3 and there' 

is some evidence that Not.hofagus solandri and N. fusca were 

present in the post-glacial fossil floras of It.id-Canterbury (Moar, 

1971). Deforestation in Canterbllry occurred mainly from 500-

1000 B.P. The fire history is unJmown, however, it is quite pro

bable there Vlere several large and numerous srr:all fires extending 

over a long period (Molloy, 1969). The Moa hunter is cited as 

the cause for deforestation largely on the basis of circumstantial 

evidence; however, it is impossible to sq..p>arate natural fire from 

anthropogenic fire (B. Molloy, 1969;' 'pers. COIJ1I:1.). 

The gradual replacement of Fodocarp - mixed hardwood forest 

with Noth~fagus - part of the·Nothofacus migration south described 

by Moar (1966; 1971).- is not recorded at the Lake Rotoiti site .. 

,Nothofag;us frequencies hardly change throughout the core, indicat

ing relative stability in the irrl'llediate area. The question which 

remains, however, is whether .Nothofagus was ever an element of the 

Podocarp forest. This is impossible to d.etermine from a pollen 

diagram owing to differential transport of pollen. The situation 

today of the occasional mixed NothofaEius - Podocarp - mixed hard

wood in an area of generally pure formations (Vi ardle, 1971), cannot 
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provide a guide. 

Based on the similarity with the Canterbury sequence, the 

core may be > 10,000 years old, aT conversely the lack of change 

in the Nothofa.e;us element probably suggests that the core post 

dates the Nothofagu~ migration into the area. At Tophouse, the 

nearest studied palynological site to 'the north, the rise in the 

Nothofagus curve indicating the spread of that forest type is dated 

at 8000 B, P. (Moar, 1971), and at Pyramid Valley, to the south the 

same is believed to have occurred more than 4280 radiocarbon years 

ago ,(Moar, 1970), Kaikoura is about equidistant b'etween this area 

and assuming a constant rate of migration, No,!:;hofaf!j~~ may have 

reached the Kaikoura area 6000 years ago. On that basis the core 

is less than that date. 

The vegetation history of the lake provides no evidence that 

the lake was forlCled by the Kowhai alluvial fan blocking off a 

tributary valley as suggested by Chandra, (19G8). 

The similarity of the I{udstone Bay and V.'airepo Lagoon 

p'ollen diagrams (Fie;ure 39), suggests that ,,the vegetation on the 
". 

Kaikoura Peninsula has been a PteridiQ~ domL~ated grassland for 

the last 400 years. There is no record of any minor forest or 

scrub component in the pollen diagrams. However, the presence of 

macrofossils like logs and Eodocarpus totara fragments in the 

Mudstone Bay peat suggests there were isolated stands of Podocarp -

mixed hardwood trees. 

The Peninsula then !las never been forested within the last 

400 years. This conclusion conflicts with Moar, (in Duc!{IDanton, 

1 :174) who suggested that around 400 B.P. the Peninsula Was heavily 

forested with Podocarp - mixed hardwood trees, and Duckmanton (1974) 
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who suggested that the deforestation occurred 300 years ago 

from dated macrofossils in peat deposits. No idea was given, 

as to what the forest was replaced with because no subsequent 

samples were analysed. 

Moar's conclqsions have several weak points. The pre-

sence of the Tertiary NothofaBus cranwellae pollen suggests that 

the other identified' pollen grains may also be redeposited. No 

formal count was attempted due to 10V{ nwnbers of pollen, so no 

measure of the frequency of tho various pollen types was obtained. 

Thus no, interpretation of a forested environment at the time of 

peat deposition should have been made. 

Duckmanton's belief in a deforestation based on some 

macrofossils in the Mudstone Bay peat is also rather tenuous. 

The writer believes that the presence of such. macrofossils is 

not necessarily related to the period of slope instability which 

Duckmanton associated with the deforestation. lloreover, the 14C 

dates, N.Z. '1927C (250~90) which dated the so-called deforestation, 

overlaps at one standard deviation with N.,..~~ 1926C (390:!:60) which 

gave the maximum age of the lagoonal·peats. These. may then be the 

same age. However, archaeological evidence to be mentioned later 

suggests that N. Z. 1927C is valid. 

Deforestation was ascribed to lI],iaori settlement" and caused 

significant s~ope erosion on the Peninsula. A prior period of 

partial deforestation, associated with the Moa hunter, explained 

the formation of narrow coastal lagoons behind barrier beaches. 

The mechanism. of the deforestation was not given. 

Recent evidence suggests Moa hunter presence in the area 

about 800 B.P., ill1d possioly extending to 1000 B.P. 
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Occupation is believed to have been short - less than 200 years, 

(M. Trotter, pers. comm.). At the time of initial ].loa hunter 

settlement on the evidence of faunal remains in midd.en pockets 

at Fyffe's Farm the Kaikoura Peninsula was heavily forested 

with a Podocarp - mixed hardwood formation, (R. Scarlett, pers. 

comm.). 

It seems reasonable to suggest the Moa hunter largely 

deforested the Kaikoura Peninsula by fire well before 400 B.P. 

and shortly after settlement. Between then and 4.00 B.P. the 

vegetation probably was a pteridium dominated grassland though 

there is no evidence for this. 

Duckmanton's (1974) Feriods of barrier beach building, 

the writer believes are really one separated by a coincidental 

tectonic uplift. The c~use of the barrier beach building, in 

all probability, was Moa hunter devegetation, through constant 

fires, of cliff plant communities, thus making the cliffs un

stable. "Why, however, some material from the Plains beaches 

should drift into the Peninsula barrier syst'em is problematical. 

An increase in supply of material from the Hapuku and Kowhai Rivers 

could explain it, and l.~oa hunter burning. of the catchments might 

be the factor there. 

The material input both into the Drift system on the 

beaches bordering the Plains and the Peninsula beach barrier 

system must have been considerable to prevent waves from regular-

ly overtopping the barrier. If it is assumed that the ~ypha 

is tolerant of saline conditions then its presence may be some 

measure o~ this, then at least, for a large time after 400 B.P. 

when the tectonic uplift caused the beach barrier to move and en

close areas of shore platform, which subsequently became freshwater 
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lagoons - the seas broke over the barrier only occasionally. 

From before European times saltwater inflow became cOIT'JJlon, but 

what effect, if any, this had on peat production, is not kno·,vn. 

What more frequent salt water floodin~ means is also ll.'L1.a-lOwn. 

Seas may have become more stormy or ~ore likely barrier beach 

material input was reduced. The charcoal record indicates a 

decline in the frequency of fire about then (25-27 cms) , (although 

fire was still relatively cOlJ'JIlon), and this may have allO'.ved some 

revegetation of the cliffs, with consequent reduction of material 

supply. 

Several phases of burning are identified from the charcoal 

counts, several periods of sl<?pe erosion are kno7m, and the main 

period of slope erosion is considered to date at about 300 B.P. 

according to Duckmanton, (1974). 

BUrning Eer se does not explain slope erosion since erosion 

was not a constant process during the 400 year time period. The 

wri ter believes that Maori Pa building was the critical factor. 

Maori Pas are very common on the Penin~·ula, on terrac e 

cliff edges or cliff promontories (Figure 17). Earth'.vorIes and 

Platform terracing are notable constructional forms. ThePa 

building era is believed to span about 200 years to the Late Classic 

(1750 A. D.) &''1d correlates with the periods of soil erosion. 

Perhaps an additional factor was the agricultural practices of 

the Maori. However, since Kumara (Ipomoea batatas) produces low 

amounts of pOllen, it would be impossible to detect gardens on the 

basis of pollen spectra, however, there is no physical evidence of 

Maori agriculture like stone lines. 
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Though the vegetation was a fern dominated grassland in 

pre-European Times there were local differences in the flora 

between Mudstone Bay and Yrairepo Lagoon. At Mudstone Bay, 

mosses were more prominent in the vegetation. This perhaps 

could be 'explained by aspect, in that 11udstone Bay faces the 

cold southerly rain bearing winds. 

The frequency of fire, very pre~ominant throughout the 

whole Peninsula vegetation history, seems to have been more 

prevalent at Mudstone Bay. This may have been due to chance 

since -both sites are close to pa sites and middens (Figure 17). 

A difference in position can explain the variation of 

the writer's Mudstone Bay stratigraphy with several recorded 

by Duclananton (1974). Duckmanton, took his stratigraphic 

sections closer to the steep hill and thus recorded much hill 

deposit over the peat. 

Common to the three, pollen diagrams are the fernland and 

grassland zones (Figure 39). Only slight dif~erences in the 

vegetation make up are indicated by pollen spectra. 

At Lake Rotoiti, the above zones can be seperated, with 

the Grassland Zone largely corresponding to European Settlement. 

In the PteridiR~ fornland period, Gramineae are a very minor 

component of the florae 

The fact that Pteridiwn fernland follows the forest phase 

reveals another difference with the Canterbury Post-Glacial 

sequence, wh'ere Grassland with scrub and fern is believed to have 

replaced the forest {Harris, 1955; Molloy,1969; Moar, 1970). 

A possible explanation for the difference could lie in the frequency 

of fire which encouraged the development of a community dominated by 
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fire tolerant plants lil(8 pteridium and tended to exclude the 

more fire intolerant grass and scrub species. 

European settlement had a major impact on the flora 

around Lake Rotoiti and this began with the pastoralism, well 

underway by 1855 .. The pastoralistsused fire to clear the 

land of bush r~d scrub and to encourage the spread and regen era-

tion of native grasses. The decline in the frequency of Podo-

carpaceae and Leptospermum pollen and the high frequency of 

pteridium spores perhaps reflects this. lNith the subdivision 

of these large grazing r~~s about 1895 (Gibbs and Beggs, 1953), 

.pteridium fernland was replaced with short European grass species 

as recorded on the pollen qiagram. 

Shelter belts, perhaps explaining the Pinus pollen were 

planted around the homesteads. Some crops Vlere grown, oats for 

horse fodder and tobacco for the manufacture of a dipping fluid 

to eradicate scabies. These might explain the introduction of 

'plantago lanceolata into the pollen spectra .. 

The development of small farming in the mid 1860s lead to 

the clearance of much of the remaining Podocarp - mixed hardwood 

forest for milling. Nothofagus forests remained largely untouch-

ed for neither their timber or land was valuable. 

The fre~uency of fires appears to have declined on the 

Kahutara Hills in the latter period of European occupation which 

may explain why Lcptospermu:n scrubland. has become relatively more 

common .. However the fire frequency is generally much less than 

the preceeding Pteridilli~ phase. The writer believes that the 

lower frequency may have allovmd some revegetation in the mountains 

thus reducing the amount of material input via the rivers into the 
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Plains drift system and contributed to the further erosion of 

the Peninsula coastal lagoons. 

European settlement and exploitation was involved with 

the Kaikoura Peninsula through sealing gangs, on shore whaling 

sta tions and later, pastoralism. SealinG gangs were believed 

to be present in. the area in the 1830' s and shore whaling was 

significant betvreen 1842 and 1846, though the 'South Bay' whaling 

station· at If.udstone Bay persisted to 1921 (Sherrard, 1966). The 

impact of both activities on the flora was probably slight. 

Crops of potatoes are ]mown to have been shipped to 'l'.'ellington 

eluring the.peak of shore whaling, (:::herrard, 1966) which indi-

cates SOIDe environmental mo~ification through horticulture. The 

succeeding. pastoralism is recorded by increasing fre~uencies of 

Gramineae, but overall its impact on the flora, as recorded by 

po~len analysis, was slight. High frequencies of PteridiQ~ 

spores" either relate to frequent firings or to spores being blown 

in. The latter is probably more correct, in that the Peninsula 

is very exposed. 

-
Sedimentation rates, determined fro);1 the dated cores show 

triere was some variation on the Peninsula. At Mudstone Bay, 

after the European settleffient, the sedimentation rate was 2cns/10 

years - a considerable increase from the Pre-European rate of 

1 cm/10 years. The fact that Mudstone Bay was the site of a 

whaling station and nearby early farminG might explain the 

increase. At Wairepo Lagoon, however, input in European times 

has not changed from the 1 cm/10 years rate of Pre-:2uropean Times. 

At L[;.ke Rotoiti, no comparison of the European rate of 

sedimentation (4.5 cms/10 y~ars) can be made with previous sedi-



mentation rates since the core was not dated e The large 

size of the catc:hrnent and the nearby hills may explain the 

greater rate for this Bite. 

114. 
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